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Study doesn't 
find evidence of 
gre.enhouse effect 

Ten years of weather-satellite 
data show no evidence of global 
warming from the greenhouse ef
fect, but scientists said it will 
take at least another decade of 
measurements to draw a firm 
conclusion. 

The data, collected from 1979 
through 1988 by the TIROS-N se
ries of weather satellites, proved 
that the Earth's temperature can 
be measured accurately by in
struments probing the atmo
sphere from space, two scientists 
said in a paper published Friday 
in Science. 

"We found that the Earth's at
mosphere goes through fairly 
large year-to-year changes in 
temperature, and over that 10-
year period \ve saw no long-term 
warming or cooling trend," said 
Roy W. Spencer, of the Marshall 
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, 
Ala. 



CFC substitutes 
might warm planet 
The~ YCjf~.1!~-t!.r 4(s,4v 
Chemica~3tnted on as substi

tutes for chlorofluorocarbons '
widely used substances that are 
destroying the Earth's protective 
ozone layer - could contribute sig
nificantly to long-term global 
warming, scientists say. 

Chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, 
have two important but entirely 
separate environmental effects: 
By depleting the stratospheric 
ozone layer, they allow harmful ul
traviolet rays to penetrate the at
mosphere. 

And they are a powerful contrib
utor to the greenhouse effect, in 
which a number of gases trap the 
sun's heat in the atmosphere. 

Some of the chemical substi
tutes, called hydrohalocarbons,. 
are about one-tenth as destructive : 
to ozone as CFCs on average, and 
others do not destroy it at all, the 
scientists report. 

gains made by eliminating CFCs, 
said one of the chief researchers, ::. 
Donald A. Fisher of the E.!. du : 
Pont de Nemours & Co. Experi
mental Station at Wilmington, Del. 

He described the hydrohalocar
bons as an interim measure pend
ing a more ideal but still unknown 
solution. 

The research was described in 
two reports today in the British 
journal Nature. 

Chlorofluorocarbons, industrial 
chemicals widely used as refriger
ants, aerosol sprays and cleaning 
agents, rise to the upper atmo
sphere, where they break down 
ozone molecules. . 

Under an international treaty 
reached in Montreal, most of the 
developed nations have agreed to 
reduce the production of C1!Cs. 

Some have decided to eliminate 
them entirely by the end of the cen
tury, often by replacing them with ~ 
hydrohalocarbons. i. . e. 

But like CFCs, carbon dioxide 
and other gases, all the hydro~alo
carbons trap the sun's heat in the 
atmosphere. 

The calculations of the effect of ~ .. " ::'" .. 
hydrohalocarbons on global warm- ~ 

They trap only about one-tenth 
as much as CFCs do, but their "un
bounded use" could nevertheless 
contribute significantly to the 
greenhouse effect, the scientists 
said. 

Unrestrained use of some of the 
substitutes also could erode future 

ing were performed by Fisher and f 
Charles H. Hales, also of the Du ~ 
Pont experimental station in Wil- ~ 
mington, and Wei-Chyung Wang, ~ 
Malcolm K.W. Ko and N. Dak Sze: 
of Atmospheric and Environmen-· 
tal.Research Inc. of Cambridge,; 
Mass. 

. ... ~. 
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Study calls global warming major threat'; 
Greenhouse effect 
might be worse thatf 
previously thought 

;lt~;~ 1t/t1/?1 
:\ new s udy appears to confirm 

the view that global warming is a 
major threat and could possibly be 
worse than computer models are 
now predicting. 

The study, published in today's 
edition of the journal Nature, is 
likely to fuel the debate about the 
magnitude of the global warming 
threat. , 

Skeptics have been highlighting 
the uncertainties in computer mod
els used to predict how the green
house problem will affect tempera
tures and climate and some have 
suggested that the future may hold 
little if any warming. 

This debate has centered on two 
a reas of uncertainty: whether 
clouds might offset any warming 
and whether increasing water va
por in the atmosphere will make 
the warming even worse. 

MIT meteorologist Richard 
Lindzen has suggested that water 
vapor may not intensify green
house warming as current-scientif
ic theory suggests. He argues that 
increased temperatures could dry 
the upper atmosphere rather than 
make it more moist. 

If this happens, he notes, it would 
counteract· greenhouse warming 

from carbon dioxide and other 
,greenhouse gases and the climate 
would not warm as much as com
puter models now predict. 

The new study by Veerabhadran 
Ramanathan, however, supports 
the prevailing theory. that water 
vapor will greatly intensify green
house warming. 

Ramanathan's findings were 
published two months after he out
lined his theory during a lecture at 
the University of California, Ir
vine. 

Using satellite measurements 
and ocean-temperature data, Ra
manathan was the first to test 
whether water vapor is behaving 
in the Earth's atmosphere the way 
scientists have theorized. 

In a telephone interview, Ra
manathan, a professor of geophysi
cal sciences 'at the University of 
Chicago, explained that warmer 
air holds more water vapor. So as 
temperatures rise the atmosphere 
is expected to be more humid, he 
said. 

He noted that water vapor is lethe 
most powerful greenhouse gas," so 
its presence would greatly in
crease any warming caused by 
carbon dioxide and other green
house gases. 

"I think this study... offers 
strong support to greenhouse-ef
fect theories. Frankly," he added, 
~'l didn't expect that our work 
would support theories so strong
ly." 

According to c~rrent theory, wa-

ter vapor will operate as a leposi
tive feedback" as the greenhouse 
problem drives temperatures up
ward, Higher temperatures will 
cause more water vapor in the at
mosphere. This water vapor will 
trap more heat and drive tempera
tures higher. And this will lead to 
more water vapor, etc. 

Ramanathan said he found it dif
ficult to make an informed com-

'. ~{. 

ment on Lindzen's theory·because 
"he has never put his ar~ment 
down on paper." With this caution, 
he noted that his study did find evi: 
dence of the drying that Lindzen 
had suggested in certain regions, 
but "we find that the temperature 
effect dominates." ,. j',. 

Register staff writer Gary Robbins : 
contributed to this report. ' : ~,~ 



Please read 

Greenhouse Warming and Freezing Threaten Us Now 

Larry Ephron 

There is a grave misunderstanding in all the public discussions of the 
greenhouse effect. By looking only at global warming as the greenhouse 
"signal," scientists can still argue whether the predicted consequence of 
the greenhouse effect has in fact arrived. The recent report that there 
has been no warming in the continental U. S. since 1895 adds fuel to the 
debate. Even those who maintain that the unusually hot 19"80s and the 
extremely hot summer of 1988 is a clear signal are still focusing on what 
the climate is going to be like in the middle of the next century (perhaps 
in part because their computer models are arbitrarily set for a doubling 
of carbon dioxide, expected about 2030). 

When the greenhouse effect heats up the atmosphere, more water is 
evaporated from the surface of the oceans, forming more clouds. Using 
computer modelling, Wetherald and Manabe at Princeton estimated that 
increased C02 greatly increases cloud cover in the middle and higher 
latitudes, and decreases it in the tropics. Recent empirical research 
shows the climatic effects of increased cloud cover. 

V. Ramanathan of the University of Chicago and others have just 
reported that satellite data show existing cloud cover over the mid- and 
high-latitude oceans to have a substantial net cooling effect -- a cooling, 
in fact, four times as large as the predicted warming from a doubling of 
carbon dioxide. The greatest cooling was in winter. And "Ray Bradley at 
the University of Massachusetts and others found "marked increases" in 
Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude precipitation over the last 30 to 40 
years, with the greatest increases occurring in winter (mainly, one 
presumes, as increased snowfall). They also found increasing drought in 
the lower latitudes during the same time period, especially in the sununer 
and fall. 

In other words, the greenhouse effect is not only doing some major 
warming (the tropics, and higher latitude sununers), it is at the same time 
doing some major cooling (mid- and high-latitude winters) -- and has 
already been doing both for decades. The unprecedented drought that has 
killed millions of people in northern Africa during the last 17 years is 
primarily the result of greenhouse "warming. Many North American 
winters have been extremely cold during precisely this same time period. 
The record Alaskan cold front (with the heaviest pool of cold air ever 
recorded in North America), which recently moved down across the 
United States and suddenly turned an· unusually warm winter into a very 
cold one, is not evidence against the greenhouse effect I s presence, it is 
dramatic evidence for it. And like its sununer counterpart, it is also 



killing our food crops. 

Some climatologists will argue that because of the great natural 
variability in the climate, we cannot be sure that the record cold winters 
and hot summers of recent decades are anything other than normal 
fluctuations. But Weisburd and Raloff calculated the possibility that the 
long, severe north African drought was a random fluctuation of dry years 
at about 1 in 130, oeo. 

By continuing to look only at global averages, in which the warming 
and cooling effects cancel each other out, and inexplicably to ignore the 
kinds of research described above, climatologists who project a 
greenhouse warming into the middle of the next century are doing us a 
terrible disservice. We are being lulled into an utterly false sense of, 
security that the worst consequences of the greenhouse effect are 
decades away, and that we have adequate time to take appropriate action. 
Any insistenc~ that we must act iIr.mediately is likely to fall on deaf ears 
when the most serious consequences are predicted for a time so far in 
the future that most of us do not expect to be alive. 

The three increasingly severe U. s. droughts of the 1980s: 
culminating in the devastating summer of 1988, should be sufficient 
evidence that we may well be in serious trouble now. We could not grow 
enough grain to feed ourselves in 1988. It's not a question of what the 
world will be like for our grandchildren; if we don't act fast, it's a 
question of whether we ourselves will survive the. next five or ten years. 

Most of what needs to be done is already well known, and well 
within our capabilities. Only remineralizing forest soils with finely 
ground gravel dust is still·not yet widely known. It's somewhat 
comparable to liming lakes killed by acid rain. The evidence for it is 
presented in my book The End: The imminent ice age and how we can 
stop it (Celestial Arts), and in an hour-long video. The growth-rate of 
existing artd newly-planted forests can thus be increased 300-500%, which 
will consume large quantities of atmospheric carbon dioxide. (It's well 
known that that's how the glaciers revitalize the earth during a major ice 
age: by grinding up rocks into a fine dust that remineralizes the soil.) 
Remineralizing farm soils will increase agricultural output similarly, 
replace all the chemicals, and increase our food reserves su bstantiallv at 
this most critical time. ~ 

So we know what to do. Whether it gets done in time is up to 
each of us. 

Larry Ephron, PhD, is director of People For A Future in Berkeley, 
California. 

His book The End: The imminent ice age and how we can stop it 
(Celestial Arts), $8.95, and video Stopping the Coming Ice Age, 
$29.95, are available from People For A Future, 2140 Shattuck Ave., 
Berkeley CA 94704. 1-800-441-7707. In Calif.: (415) 524-2700. 
Copyright 1989, Larry Ephron. May be published at standard 
rates, and xeroxed freely. Glossy photos available. 



REMINERALIZING THE SOIL 

Most of us are aware that the greenhouse effect is rapidly becoming a 
serious threat to our climate. There is widespread agreement that it is 
the reason we lost almost one-third of all our grains in 1988, and were 
not able to produce enough wheat, corn, etc. to feed ourselves. 

The greenhouse effect is caused partly by human activities --
burning fossil fuels, cutting down the rainforests, etc., which put into the 
atmosphere carbon dioxide and other gases that trap additional heat from 
the sun, creating a kind of greenhouse. It is also happening because 
many of the earth's forests are dying; they not only stop consuming their 
great quantities of carbon dioxide, the carbon that makes up their 
substance goes back into the atmosphere and forms additional greenhouse 
gases. 

The earth's forests are dying from both man-made (pollution, acid 
rain) and natural causes. It is well known that much of the minerals in 
the earth's soil has been gradually eroded away since the last ice age. 
Since minerals (iron, calcium, etc.) are essential nutrients for every form 
of life, the world's forests have been weakening and dying for hundreds 
of years. 

When the glaciers build up during each ice age, they grind up the 
rocks in their path into a fine dust, called "loess." This rock dust is 
then carried by water and wind to many parts of the earth. Since rocks 
are made of minerals, this is how the essential minerals are returned to 
the soil, and the forests become revitalized once again. 

THE KEY TO OUR SURVIVAL 

Experimental studies have shown that remineralizing the soil with finely 
ground gravel dust triples or quadruples the growth rate of plants! 

By grinding up mixed gravels (which contain the full spectrum of 
minerals) into a dust as fine as talcum powder so they can be made use 
of quickly by the plants, and by spreading this dust by airplane, blower
truck and every conceivable means over most of the world's remaining 
forests, the forests will become rejuvenated. We also need to plant vast 
quantities of new, fast-growing species of trees on remineralized soil. 

As the revitalized forests thrive and spread, they will consume much 
of the excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, reducing the greenhouse 
effect substantially. This will decrease the threat of a global food 
emergency which is now threatening us, and give us time to develop ways 
of conserving energy, much more efficient machines, and nonpolluting 
energy sources. 

Remineralizing agricultural soils will enable us to grow much more 



food, enough to stockpile to get us through the coming climate crisis. It 
will also replace all the chemical fertilizers and pesticides which are 
poisoning the earth, the rivers, the farmers and ourselves. Remineralizing 
the soil produces plants so well-nourished and hardy they can resist most 
insects all by themselves. They are also better able to withstand climatic 
extremes, including heat, cold and drought, all the things which now 
threaten our ability to grow enough food. 

Remineralizing most of the forests of the world and planting billions 
of new trees is obviously a major project, but it is well within our 
industrial capabilities. It will cost about what the world spends on 
weapons and military activities every two years. There is evidence that 
it must be done quickly if we want to maximize our chances of stabilizing 
the climate before millions more of us starve to death, this time in every 
region of the earth. 

We know what to do, and we can afford it. Have we got .the will 
to live"? 

The scientific evidence for remineralizing the soil can be found in The 
End: The inuninent ice age and how we can stop it (Celestial Arts), $8.95. 
Some visual evidence of the dramatic effects of reminera1ization and the 
experiences of some of the people working in this area can be found in 
the video Stopping the Coming Ice Age, $29.95. 

Both are available from the People For A Future, 2140 Shattuck Ave., 
Berkeley CA 94704. 1-800-441-7707. In Calif.: (415) 524-2700. 

This perspective has been endorsed by several prominent scientists, 
including the following: 

"1 consider this completely valid. It requires 
.mmediate action." 

Victor Kovda, former President, 
Scientific Committee for Environmental 
Problems, International Council of 
SC"".fentific Unions 

"An astor..L"shing sero"ice for humanity. A 
complete world view which has been sitting 
under the noses of many scientists, and which 
all of them seem to have overlooked." 

Kenneth E.F. Watt, Professor of 
Environmental Studies, University of 
California, ana author of the "Annual 
Review of the Environment" for the 
Encyclopedia Brittanica 

"This is very important." 

Wibjorn Karlen, climatologist, University 
of Stockholm 



THE SOLUTION TO OUR PESTICIDE PROBLEM 

Larry Ephron 

Most of us now want our food to be grown without toxic pesticides. But 
many farmers are afraid they will not be able to grow enough food 
without chemicals. Or that most people will not really buy organically 
grown produce if ~nough of it doesn It have that perfect, blemish-free 
appearance that pesticides seem to provide. More tropical areas like 
Florida, where insects proliferate, are afraid they will not be able to 
compete organically with desert regions such as Southern California and 
Arizona. 

Fortunately, the solution seems to be at hand. A hundred years ago 
a German agricultural chemist, Julius Hensel, discovered that adding finely 
ground rock dust to the soil had remarkable effects on crop plants. They 
not only grew faster and larger, they seemed to be almost entirely 
resistant to insects and free of diseases. In 1893 he wrote a small book, 
Bread from Stones, in which he explained that rock dust provides a wide 
spectrum of minerals needed by growing plants, comparable to the long
term weathering than turns mountains into soil. 

Since then, university scientists in several European countries have 
confirmed these findings and quantified them. Plants grown on soil well
mineralized with rock dust grow much faster than plants grown with 
chemicals, need no chemical fertilizers or pesticides whatever, and 
produce yields on the order of 200-300% that of cohtrol plots. The best 
results are obtained with very finely ground dust from a mixture of many 
types of rocks, such as is found in glacial or river gravel, which contains 
the full spectrum of minerals. The inexpensiveness of gravel dust 
compared to chemicals will enable many family farms to stay in business. 

The crops grown on such soil seem to be much hardier, more likely 
to survive climatic extremes such as heat, cold, and drought. That alone 
seems sufficient reason to remineralize our farmlands quickly, with the 
climate already worsening from the rapidly increasing greenhouse effect. 
Any surpluses can replenish our dwindling reserves, and be stockpiled by 
governments against expected climatic disasters. Food grown on 
remineralized soil has been found to contain substantially more nutrients 
than chemically grown food (almost 50% more calcium, 80% more 
potassium in one study) -- so those of us who eat it should be hardier as 
well. 

Studies show rock dust also produces a comparable effect on trees 
greatly increased resistance to insects, disease and climatic extremes, 

and much faster growth. Massive tree-planting has been proposed as the 
one thing we can do to actually reduce the greenhouse effect rather than 
simply slowing its rise, since trees consume one of the most prevalent 
greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide. By remineralizing the soil of newly 
planted forests as well as existing ones, we can magnify the effectiveness 



of these efforts several-fold, gaining some crucial time to phase in a 
less-polluting way of life. 

The simplest thing may solve not only our pesticide problem but our 
survival problem as well. We have detailed information and scientific 
references for anyone who may be interested. 

Larry Ephron is director of People For A Future in Berkeley, California. 

(519 words total) 



SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
ABOUT THE ICE AGE THEORY 

ISN'T THE ICE AGE SCENARIO COMPLETELY AT ODDS WITH THE 
GREENHOUSE WARMING THEORY? 

No -- it's a variation of it. To the extent that the greenhouse 
warming theory focuses on global averages, it is more or less correct as 
far as it goes, at least in the short run: the greenhouse gases do warm 
up the atmosphere. The question is what actually happens to the world's 
climate in different regions as a result. 

Climatological theory and research suggest that the greenhouse 
effect evaporates more moisture from the surface of the oceans, forming 
more cloud cover, especially in the mid- to high-latitudes, and especially 
in winter. Very recent research (Ramanathan et.al., Science 243:57, 
January 6, 1989), based on new satellite data, has finally resolved the 
debate about whether clouds warm or cool the earth. Different types of 
clouds do different things, but the kinds of clouds that are found in the 
mid- to high-latitudes have a very pronounced cooling effect -- a cooling 
four times as large as the expected warming from a doubling of carbon 
dioxide (not expected until sometime well into the next century). This 
paper seems to supply the last important piece of evidence linking the 
greenhouse effect to colder winters. 

Research published a year and a half ago (Bradlev et. al., Science 
237: 171 (1987) found "marked increases" in Northern hemisphere mid
latitude precipitation over the last 30 to 40 years, again especially in 
winter. Since their mid-latitude zone extended all the way up to the 
middle of Baffin Island in northern Canada, one assumes that much of 
this markedly increased winter precipitation must have been snowfall, 
leading to colder winters. 

Bradley and his colleagues were not willing to attribute these long
term increases to the greenhouse effect: "Although these large-scale 
trends are consistent with general circulation model projections of 
precipitation changes associated with doubled concentrations of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide, they should be viewed as defining large-scale 
natural climatic variability." Yet the marked decrease in low-latitude 
precipitation they also found for the past 30 to 40 years is clearly not 
attributable to natural climatic variability. Comparing the unprecedented 
17-year drought in northern Africa with the natural fluctuations of dry 
years in that lower latitude region, Weisburg and Raloff (Science News 
127: 282, 1985) calculated the likelihood that such a long drought might 
have occurred by chance at about 1 in 130,000. 

The "differential greenhouse effect" presented in The End -- heating 
and drying in the tropics (and in higher latitude summers for a while) 
along with colder mid- and high-latitude winters -- is also consistent 
with what we now know about the major ice ages. In their book The 
Coevolution of Climate and Life (Sierra Club, 1984), Schneider and Londer 
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report that tropical sea surface temperatures at the height of the last 
major ice age 18 t 000 years ago were significantly warmer than they are 
today (po 66ff) 0 Thus a continous source of evaporative moisture would 
have been available to build the ever-increasing glaciers of the last major 
ice age, along with the strong winds to carry it -- winds resulting from 
the greatly increased pole-to-tropics temperature difference on a globe 
with warmer tropical oceans and spreading ice sheets at the poles. 

ISN'T IT RIDICULOUS TO SUGGEST THAT A MAJOR ICE AGE COULD 
BEGIN IN LESS THAN FIVE OR TEN YEARS? 

If you're thinking of glaciers invading New York City, of course it's 
absurd. We're talking about changes that are small compared to mile
high ice sheets t but that would be enough to destroy our existence. The 
book presents evidence that Northern hemisphere winters have gotten 
substantially colder in the last 50 to 100 years, and there have been 
record cold winters again and again in the last couple of decades 0 It 
may only take a short freeze to destroy an entire crop, like the winter 
wheat crop that provides all our bread; or the corn that's planted in 
April but freezes one night in a freak early-June cold spell; or the 
millions of fruit trees that are completely destroyed as far south as 
Florida by unprecedented freezes. 

French pollen specialist Genevieve Woillard, studying undisturbed 
beds of pollen that were gradually deposited over the last 150, 000 years, 
concluded that the final transition at the beginning of the last major ice 
age some 100, 000 years ago, from a warm climate to a climate so cold 
that fruit- and nut-bearing trees no longer grew (and therefore 
agriculture would be impossible) t incredibly took "less than 20 years 0 II 

(Nature 281: 558, 1979). Other scientists have made similar findings. 
Moreover, based on her observation that European forests seem to be 
precipitiously dying now (from a variety of natural conditions including 
soil demineralization, drought and colder winters, in addition to such 
man-made causes as acid rain and pollution), she concluded -- ten years 
ago -- that we may now be in a similarly rapid transition period, and 
only a few years from the end of Northern hemisphere temperate-region 
agriculture. 

WHY HAVEN'T MORE MAINSTREAM CLIMATOLOGISTS ENDORSED THE 
DIFFERENTIAL GREENHOUSE EFFECT AND THIS THEORY OF THE ICE 
AGE CYCLES? 

The differential greenhouse theory is slowly gaInIng ground. Up 
until the last year or so, climatologists' general circulation models of the 
atmosphere have left water vapor and cloud cover completely out of the 
picture, and such model results were admittedly primitive and incomplete. 
Recent models are including cloud formation and its warming or cooling 
effects, and empirical data are still being gathered, as described above. 

University and government scientists tend toward skepticism or at 
least caution about new theories, for a number of reasons. Most of their 
work is supported by government grants, which could be jeopardized by 
statements that might appear foolish. There is also a great deal of 
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competition in science, for prestige and for grants; there may be much 
more than intellectual risk in supporting a competing theory. And 
scientists, being human, have a natural attachment to their own ideas and 
research programs. 

Competitiveness might be expected to be much more pronounced 
when a challenging theory comes from outside the field entirely, as this 
one does. John Hamaker's book was virtually ignored by the profession, 
and the two times it was cursorily reviewed it was not only trashed but 
misrepresented, his actual ideas badly garbled. One can find no more 
clear evidence of an emotional, defensive response rather than an 
in tellectual one. 

My own experience has been similar. Not a single one of the eleven 
prominent proponents of the Milankovitch theory (the only competing 
explanation of the major ice age cycle, discredited for several years now 
by prominent climatologists not associated with it) whom I wrote to, even 
deigned to reply. More importantly, Stephen Schneider, director of 
interdisciplinary studies at the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
in Boulder, a frequent publicf spokesman and a relative generalist in the 
field, did finally reply after six months with his comments on a well
documented article of mine, but when I answered his criticisms and 
provided some very new data, he never replied again. 

We have recently gained some support from two young climatologists 
in prestigious institutions. Lee Klinger is also at NCAR (Schneider 
brought him there), where he has been doing research and writing articles 
on soil and vegetation as precursors of climate change. He came across 
Hamaker's work two years ago, and writes that he "was struck by the 
similarity of his work with my own ideas." He says that Hamaker's work 
is the closest to his own of anything going on in climatology. 

Skip Walker at the Institute for Arctic and Alpine Research at the 
University of Colorado is studying loess (glacially ground rock dust) and 
its effects on soil and vegetation change. He also finds Hamaker's work 
quite interesting and useful -- and says that there are few open-minded 
people in climatology. 

EVEN SO, SHOULDN'T NON-SCIENTISTS BE SKEPTICAL OF SUCH A 
MINORITY VIEW AS THIS UNLESS MORE MAINSTREAM 
CLIMATOLOGISTS COME TO SUPPORT IT? 

The main problem is that there are two kinds of risks involved in 
this global crisis. I stated quite clearly in The End that this theory may 
not yet be fully proven, but that there seems to be a tremendous amount 
of evidence to support it. Most of the connections that make up the 
theory are fully accepted by scientists in the relevant fields: soil 
demineralization during interglacial periods (paleogeologists), the resultant 
succession and dieback of temperate forests (paleobotanists), the resultant 
increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide (botanists), the greenhouse effect 
that ensues ( climatologists), the increased evaporation and cloud cover 
that results ( climatologists), and the remineralization of forests by 
glacially ground rock dust during an ice age (paleogeologists and 
paleobotanists) . An objective, fair-minded scientist would have to 
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virtually no opposition. Since most scientists now recognize that tree 
planting is an essential part of our response to the greenhouse effect, so 
that new trees can consume some of the excess carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere, remineralizing the soils of existing and newly created forests 
should make sense to almost everyone. It's simple and relatively 
inexpensive. 

What's urgently needed now is for the media to help get the word 
out about this, so that it can be considered by the scientific community 
and the body politic, and if it continues to make sense to most people, so 
that we can get on with it quickly. We may really have very little time 
left to begin to turn this global crisis around. 

Larry Ephron May 1, 1989 
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Warming and Cooling 
To the Editor: 

There is a grave misunderstanding 
in public discussions of the green
house effect, and it threatens our sur
vival. When the greenhouse effect 

Bob Gale 

heats up the atmosphere, more water 
is evaporated from the surface of the 
oceans, forming more. clouds. R. T. 
Wetherald and S. Manabe estimate 
that increased carbon dioxide greatly 
increases cloud cover in the middle 

. and higher latitudes, and decreases it 
in the tropics. 

V. Ramanathan and others have 
just reported that satellite data show 
cloud cover over the mid- and high
latitude oceans to have a substantial 
net cooling effect - a cooling four 
times as large as the predicted 
warming from a doubling of carbon 
dioxide. The greatest cooling effect 
was in winter. And Ray Bradley and 
others found "marked increases" in 
Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude 
precipitation over the last 30 to 40 
years, with the greatest increases oc
curring in winter (mainly, one pre
sumes, as increased snowfall)_ They 
also found increasing drought in the 
lower latitudes during the same peri
od, especially in summer and fall. 

In other words, the greenhouse ef
fect is not only doing some major 
warming (the tropics, and higher lati
tude summers), but it is at the same 
time doing some major cooling (mid
and high-latitude winters) - and has 
been doing both for decades. The 
drought that has killed millions of 
people in northern Africa in the last 
17 years is the result of greenhouse 
warming. (The likelihood that it was 
caused by normal variability has 
been calculated as one in 130,000.) 
Many North American winters have 
been extremely and increasingly cold 
during precisely this period. 

By continuing to look only at global 
averages, in which warming and cool
ing effects cancel each other out, and 
inexplicably to ignore the kinds of re
search described above, climatolo
gists who project a greenhouse 
warming into the middle of the next 
century are doing us a terrible dis
service. We are being lulled into a 
false sense of security that the worst 
consequences of the greenhouse ef
fect are decades away, and that we 
have time to take appropriate action. 

Most of what needs to be done is 
well known, except for remineralizing 
forest soils with finely ground gravel 
dust, somewhat comparable to liming 
lakes killed by acid rain. The evidence 
for remineralizing is presented in my 
book "The End: The Imminent Ice 
Age and How We Can Stop It." 

The growth rate of existing and 
newly planted forests can thus be in
creased 300 percent to 500 percent, 
which will consume large quantities 
of atmospheric carbon dioxide. 
(That's how the glaciers revitalize 
the earth during a major ice age: by 
grinding up rocks into a fine dust that 
remineralizes the soil.) Remineraliz
ing farm soils will increase agricul
tural output Similarly, replace all the 
chemicals and increase our food re
serves substantially at this most 
critical time. LARRY EPHRON 

Berkeley, Calif., March 1,1989 





THE NEW.YORK TIMBS. MONDAY. JULY 25. 1988 

New Ice Age by 1995? 
To the Editor: 

Some climatologists are beginning 
to see a sig..nificant rise in glob~1 te~
perature in the 1980's, and attribute It 
to a greenhouse effect from carbon 
dioxide and other gases ("Global 
Warming Has Begun, Expert Tells 
Senate," front page. June 24). In look
ing at global temperature averages, 
however, most climatologists ignore 
dramatic increases in regional and 
seasonal differences. While lower lati
tudes and midlatitude summers are 
'becoming hotter and drier, the higher 
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere 
and Northern Hemisphere winters 
have been getting colder and wetter -
with record cold winters - during this 
decade of record global warmth. What 
could be going on? 

Since the greenhouse effect magni
fies heat radiated back by the earth 
from the sun's warmth. it will be 
much more pronounced in the tropics 
than at the poles, which get little sun
light to magnify. Thus the tempera
ture difference between the poles and 
the tropics is increased by the green
house effect, magnifying global pres
sure differences (warm air rises. cold 

air sinks) and creating higher winds. 
Indeed hurricanes and tornadoes 
have ~n increasing dramatically in 
the last 50 years. 

As the tropical oceans heat up, 
more of their moisture is evaporated 
to form clouds. The increasing pole·· 
tropic wind systems move some of 
these additional clouds toward the 
poles. resulting in increased winter 
rainfall, longer and colder winters 
and the gradual buildup of the polar 
ice sheets. This phenomenon has 
come to be widely recognized by 
climatologists in recent years. 

What most of them do not recognize 

is that this process may be the engine 
that drives the ]OO,OOO-year cycle of 
major ice ages, for which there is no 
other plausible explanation. Before 
our species came along. to dig ~p and 
burn fossil fuels and create a climate
altermg greenhouse effect, nature 
may have been doing it periodically on 
its own: as soil minerals are eroded or 
leached away, the earth's vegetation 
loses these essential nutrients and dies 
back significantly. Carbon is mean
while returned to the atmosphere, 
where it becomes carbon dioxide, 
creating a greenhouse effect. with all 
its climatic consequences. 

The final piece of the puzzle is this: 
As the glaciers siowly cover large sec
tions of the earth over tens of thou
sands of years, they grind the rocks in 
their path into a fine dust. This rock 
dust is then carried by wind and water 
over many widespread areas of the 
globe. Because rocks are composed of 
minerals, this mixture of dust from 
many types of rocks remineralizes 
many of the earth's forests, rejuvenat
ing them. As they thrive and spread, 
they consume the excess carbon diox
ide, and nature's greenhouse effect 
subsides, shutting off the wind and 
evaporation engine that built up the 
glaciers. Though this scenario has 
been accepted by only a few scientists 
so far, every element of it is fully sup
ported by the scientific literature. 

In 1979. Genevieve WoiJJard, a pollen 
specialist in France. concluded from 
detailed studies that the shift from a 
warm interglacial rl!mate to ice age 
conditions at the beginning of the last 
ice age, some 100,000 years ago. took 
"less than 20 years." Her observations 
of the decline of European forests led 
her to conclude we may be in a similar 
period of rapid climatic change and 
only a few years from the start of the 
next major ice age. By her reckoning, 
and that of John Hamaker, who devel
oped the theory I've outlined, we may 
be less than seven years clway, and our 
climate may continue to deteriorate 
rapidly until life on earth becomes all 
but unsupportable. 

We know how to reverse the green
house effect: stop clear-cutting the 
earth's remaining'forests, reduce fos
sil·fuel burning dramatically in favor 
of nonpolluting energy sources, plant 
billions of acres of new fast-growing 
trees and remineralize much of the 
earth's forests with rock dust. There 
may be time to stop the cycle, if we 
recognize the problem right away 
and act quickly. LARRY EPHRON 

Berkeley, Calif., July IS, ]988 
The writer is director of the Institute 
for a Future. 
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GLOBAL WARNING 
Greenhouse or Ice Age? 

THE END 
By Larry Ephron. Celeslial Ans. 1988. 
144 pp .. paperback. $I. 95. 

Reviewed by Anna Bond 

I f you believe the popular wisdom. we 're in for a 
gradual. or perhaps not so gradual. global warm

ing, The greenhouse effect. triggered by high levels 
of atmospheric carbon dioxide and oPter gases absorb-

.. ' . . " . e. 
:";". : ... 

ing the sun' s infrared energy will. we are told. bring 
drought to much of the world's agricultural lands. 
destroy many fragile ecosystems, and cause wide
spread flooding of coastal areas. The consequent need 
for food supplies and massive relocation are obviously 
serious social and political problems. 

This widely accepted scenario is based on highly 
sophisticated computer models. But many pe6ple are 
wondering why we are experiencing record cold 
winters as well as scorching summers. And a grow-
ing number of scientists of divergent disciplines are 
suggesting another, quite different scenario. 

Larry Ephron' s The End is an articulate and up
dated presentation of the ideas of John Hamaker. 
Hamaker's explanation of the mechanism of glacia
tion and his thesis that the warming we are experien
cing is temporary, are well worth examination. Sir 
H. H. Lamb, the grand old man ot climatology. 
points out that the increased cloud cover likely to be 

generated by any warming resulting from carbon 
.":'. " " dioxide would at least cancel out such warming 
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periods. These studies all indicate that at 
the end of an interglacial period there is 
a natural lack of available minerals in the 
soil, the work of the glaciers being to 
remineralize it by grinding rocks to a fine 
dust (loess) that is then deposited allover 
the earth by 200 mph winds, creating once 
again conditions that are propitious for 
the luxuriant growth of vegetation able 
to fulfill its role of guardian of the atmos
phere. We have gone through twenty-five 
of these l00,OOO-year cycles, consisting 
of 90,000 years of glaciation followed by 
10,000 years ± 2,000 years warm in
terglacial. We are now 10,800 years into 
the present interglacial period. Based on 
the rapidly rising carbon dioxide curve, 
the universal death of the forests, and ex
tensive personal study of climaJe ex
tremes, Hamaker (and Ephron) puts the 
time of rapid shift to severe cold. dtought. 
and conditions inhospitable to maturing 
grain crops in the temperate zone at 1995! 

Following Hamaker's intrinsic hope
fulness, Ephron presents the radical yet 
possible ways we can avert the imminent 
ice age, which Ephron claims we have 
hastened by approximately 500 years 
through our shortsighted agricultural 
practices. deforestation. and burning of 
fossil fuels. His proposed revolution in 
agriculture directly assures our physical 
and spiritual health. His coverage of the 
political climate suggests a massive cover
up perpetrated by the United States 
government representing the oil. coal. , 
and natural gas conglo~erates. as well . 
as the economic realities behind the clear
cuning of tropical rainforests. Finally and 
most important. Ephron gives clear direc
tions and sources for the remineralization 
of the Earth·s lands and forests. For if 
we are to reverse the unfolding of the 
crisis we have created we must do the 
work of the glaciers now. 

A!'IN A BOND teaches .. the wav of food as SDlrit" 
at the Quem in Vermont through cooking classes. 
wild plant exploration. and natural farming. 
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TIM ' End: Tk j;"minent' Ice Age and 
How ~ Can Stop It by Larry Ephron, 
Celestiol Arts, 1988, 18.95 po per and 
Stopping the Coming Ice Age, video pro· 
duced ond directed by Lorry Ephron, 
Institute for a Future, 1988. . 

G
rab your winter coat, srock up 
on food supplies and get 
ready to head somh-a -n~ 
,ice age is on the W?-y. Our 

planet is rapidly mC?ving ~d ice age 'con
ditions which could lead tc? massive Stuva· 
cion within 5 to 7 years according to scientist 

Hamaker. Hamaker's ideas. 

by Rii;hp.rdMyers 

• Both the book and the video provide sound 
sCientific r~oning backed by theoretical 

. and empirical res=ch which shows tint the 
popular presentations of global warming ' 
(the greenhouse effect), now being given 
much media play, are incnmplea: and mis· 
leading. Hamaker's major discovery . is that 
the Warming trend is Dot equal worldwide:. 
It occurs primarily in the tropics and lower " 
latitudes which receive the most SUD. The 
temperature differential between the tropics 
ana the poles thus increases, leading to a 
'complex set of developments includin'g shift· 
ing air 'masses. ocean evaporation and 
changes in precipitation (both rain and 
snow) patterns. The visible result whiCh we 
experience is an incre2Se in hurricanes and 
ocher wind patterns, episodes of drought 
and flood, changes in temperature patterns. 
and an increase in snow and ice in the north· 
ern latitudes where glaci~rs wd ice sheets are 
building up. 

Ephron points out that ice ages are normal 
occurrences in earth history. In fact, they . 
take place on regular 100,000 year cycles 
(which include an approximately 10,000 y= 
warm imcrgiacial period) linked to the plan
et's need for soil remineralization (glaciers 
grind up rocks, releasing minerals necessary 
for healthy. plant growth) and the build up 
,of carhon dioxide. C~!>on dioxide, a major 
contributor to the greenhouse effect, builds . 
up when plants. especially trees, can't pro
cess the carbon dioxide quickly enough. This 
occurs when [Fees arc om hC'2..lthy (beciluse 
the soil becomes severely deminenlizcd) or, 
as is an additional stress today, humanS are 
both dumping huge amounts of ca.cbon 
dioxide inca the atmosphere from burning of 
fossil fuels and cuning down the planet's 
tree cover at an ever increasing rate. The end 

based on extensive research on global eli- result-carbon dioxide builds up. precipiut-
matic change and revealing another side to iog the next ice age. 
the more popularly u:cepted 'greenhouse 
effect. are thoroughly ' presented by Larry . The concern for us today. living at the end 
Ephron in both book and video formats. of a warm imerglacial period. is that scien-

Ahhough Hamaker and Ephron make a tific research has shown that the transition 
sobering and convincing case for the rapid from warm to cold climate took only 1 ~O 
development of icc age co~itions and years during the last glacia! period. The 

. exho[t 'us tei take responsibility for our plan- main shift in vegetation took place in less 
et's future. they are not alarmists in !he than 20. yea rs. Accor~ing to Hamaker ~d 
Chicken Little ("the sky is falling") sense . .f.ontinll ed on nt1xl page 
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~Books:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!! 
conh'nlle" from page 3.3 . . . 
Ephron, we may already be well iow thar 20 

... year period • . hence their estimate · that ~ 
have from 5 to 7 years ' to take. cffectl~ 
action. 

This sobering and (cucia.! situation is not • 
without opportunities. however. Hamuer 
and other scientists feel that we can control 
the earth's climate and prevent the next ice 
age from ever occurring . How? By 

t remineralizing the eanh's soil ourselves, 
rather than waiting for glacier~ to grind up 
the rocks . By planting billi0n5 of trees . And 
by cutting back 00 fossil fuels and replacing 
them with renewable energy sources. When 

· ~uSt we take this action? Immediately. A5 
both the bOok and the video make clear
'o"nee the ice age begins. th~re is nothing 
humans an do to Stop it. 

~. We humans face a choice which may well 
.~ be crucial iO our evolution:uy devdopmem . 
· Will we listen to the canh's messages and 
;act in harmony. with ouc' planet? Will we 
~'have the courage to move into a higher levc:l 
i.·of consciowness which will . allow the inter.· 
·.human cooperation which will be necessary 
for the casks we face? These may be the most . 
momentous steps ever taken by conscious life 
on planet ·Earth. As The End and Stopping 

· ihe Coming lee Ag:e make clear-the choice 

The Essefll! Book of Days, 1989, by 
·Danaan Perry, Sum/one Publica/ions, 1988, 
$12. 95 . 

E ssene spiritual communities spread 
over the deserts of the Middle East 

more man 2,000 years ·ago . Preserving 
ancient teachings and living in simple har
mony with nature. they followed the wisdom 
of their inner voices and channeled the heal
ing powers of the living planet. According to 
ESsene teachings, as discovered in the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, Essene masters , including John· 
the Baptist. initiated Jesus into the ancient 
wis.dom . The example of the Essenes ' 
llttUDemenc to subtleyO natu.ral spirituality 
based on their harmony with all life and 
their love for one another and the Spirit 
offers us an 9Pportunity for reauuneJ!lcnt 
today . . 

The Essene Book of Days, 1989 is a "jour
nal : calendar and guiqe for chose on the 
pach of personal and spiritual growth ." It 
contains many Essene teachings that can aid 

34 
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our reattunement to the earth's natural 
rhythms and cycles. These teachings are pre
sented in· the form of daily meditations and 
blessings harmonized with the seasons. The 
page for each day p.rovides an opportunity to 
focus your energy for that day and the space 
to record your feelings . Supplemented by 
drawings' and information on spiritual prac
tice and the Essenes. the book can be
come an opportunity for daily and seasonal 
awareness . 

The Future Now: How to Use All Meth
ods of Prediction From Astrology to Tarot to 
Discover 10ur Future by Derek. and Julio 
Parker. Pr. nli" Hall Press, 1988, $14.95 
paper. 

W hen it was recently revealed that 
Nancy Reagan 's regular consulta

tions with an astrologer may have influenced 
the timing of important nadonal and inter
national policy, much media and public dis
cwsion arose over the issue. One interesting 
aspect of this publicity over future gazing in 
the W hite House was the large number of 
Americans who admitted tha~ they, [00 . had 
made use of astrology or other methods of 
predicting the future. 

Given this broad interest, there is bound 
[0 be a great deal of enthusiasm for The 
Future Now. This latest book from the 
authors of The Complete Astrologer and 
Dreaming is an interesting and beautifully 
designed guide to the many methods of 
future prediction . It covers a wide range of 
predictive techniques: · astrology, tarot . I 
Ching . dice .. palmistry. biorhythms. phre
nology, cards, runes, crystals, dreaming, 
graphology and tea leaves. The history of 
prediction and a comparison of techniques 
rounds OUt the discussion . 

There is much more than a mere d iscus
sion of each technique , howe~r. Color ill~s
trations and diagrams fill the book , catching 
the eye and adding an extra dimension to 
the text. The discussion of each method also 
includes step-by:step guidelines to al low you 
to try each method for yourself. It is, for 
those of you interested in palmistry as well 
as the other techniques, a hands-on expe~i
ence. The Future Now is an informative and 
fun introduction to a .fascinating body· of 
knowledge. 

Other Lives, Other Selves: A Jungian Dis
covers Pall Lives by Roger J. Woo/geT, Ban· 
lam Books, 1988, $9.95. 

P ast-lives therapy is becoming , an 
increasingly effective psychorhera

peudc technique for promoting spiritual. 
emotional and physical healing . Drawint on 
Eastern knowledge, Western sc ience and 

. cransformational psychology, Jungian thera
pist Roger Woolger has developed a tech
nique that does not require acceptance of 
reincarnation to be effective . 

conlinued from page J~ 

WORKSHOP VACATIONS 
Workshop vacuions on Sarnos · hhnd, Grette • 
and Danish Castle. ncar Copenhagen. Nether
lands (built in 1480). Twenty Americans and 
Europeans sharing adventures and .experiences in 
Rubenfeld Synergf> Method. Gestalt therapy, 
body· mind movement. art making , poetry and 
journal writing , visiting ancient sites to meditate 
and explore. drC"2.lnwork, an of touch and more . 
Experiences you will forever remember. Facil id· 
tor: Ute Arnold . , 
May 26:June 9 .(Samos Island) and August 
17-31 (Danish Castle) ; Healing Circle, Crys
"" Rd., Colmar, PA 18915; 2151822-
0729. 0 

ONGOING 
continued./rom page 8 

SEll-MASTERY YOGA 
Revitalize yourself with a daily yoga routine. 
Through Kripalo Iyengar Methods maximum 
body-energy awareness; dynamic postures ; 
energy mastery; ·meditation ; Ayurvedic nutrition . 
7 weeks. daily classes diroughout Phila. 

. Mon., 7:30pm, Ardmore; WeeL. 7:30pm, 
St. )oseph's Universiry; Fri .. 6:30pm, 
Queen 's Village; Sat. , lOam, Mt. Airy; Hari 
Zandler; 2151642-5621. 

THE FOURTIi WAY - GURD)IEFFI 
OUSPENSKY 
Meet with individuals seeking self-evolution. 
through new ways of thinking and experiencing. 
f.earn to observe. integrate and balance the physi· 
cal . emotional. intellectwl and highe:r dements 
of your nature: . Founh Way understanding aids 
healthy assimilation of . everyday experiences 
without identification and ne:ga.tive emotions . 
Periodic inucx:l.ucUons by appointment only. 
Sunday evenings; Surruri:. Fellowbip, Phila
delphia; 2151242-1076 

GESTALT THERAPY GROUP 
An opportunity for anyone interested in self
explof2tion and pe:rsonal growth to join an ongo
ing group of males and females to explore a wide 
varie:ty of issues including rd:uionshiP: problems. 
intimacy, vulnerability. addictive behavior and 
conflicts on the: job. etc . Through the use of 
Gestalt Therapy. individual membclS .willlea.m 
how to build on their skills to acccs.s their fed
ings, ide:ntify erroneous thought processes and 
gain more self awareness and confidence in their 
lives. 
Tues. eves .• ' 7: IS-9:15pm; Frank Guarnac
cia, ACSW; Center Ciry Phila.; 2151567-
1307. 

mE FOOD BUFFET 
Join us for an exciting meal of delicious balanced 
Life Food . Experience the high of gourme~ naN. 
ral. ngetarian dining in a smoke and alcohol free 
aunosphere. Meet like· minded. vita.l people for 
an evening of bughter. food. cxplot:l.tion and 
stimulating conve:mtion. Call for reservations . 
Sundays, 6 p.m.; David Miclael, 6712 Leb
anoo Ave., (Overbrook) PhiIa; 2151473-
1952. 

WooJger discusses numerous case histories conlin/Jed on page 36 
conlinued on page 36 
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Video Review: 

" Stopping the Conzillg lee Age" 
Directed by Larry Ephron 

Produced by the Institute for a Future (57 minutes) 

Looking back, it seems thm 1988 was ~ year for 
importallt, "/lew" environmental issues and concerns to surface. 
In particular, this was the year in which the idea of the so-called 
"greenhouse effect" finally gained public acceptance, if not 
notoriety-- a year th'lt saw recnnJ-hreaking drought, hurricanes, 
and forest fires. Suddenly, the idea of global w'lfminG was 
appearing everywhere in the media, and it seemed that concerned 
scientists and politicians were unanimous in their support for the 
glohal w:muing scenario. 

Ilowever, this unanimity is an illusion, media coverage to 
the contrary. In fact, there is much controversy within the scientific 
COllllllllllity as to the clim.Hic effects nnd socio-pulitic'll 
ralllilit.:;ltions of the greenhouse effect. It is far fmm ccrwin that the 
dimate changes we're seeing are leading tokaused hy gluhal 
wilrmillg. In fact, there is actually considerable evidence that points 
to a very different conclusion: that the planet may be teetering on 
the hrink uf 'lIIother Ice Age. 

One of the foremost proponents of this laller view is John 
Hamaker, a mechanical engineer who has extensively analyzed 
climate and ecological patterns, and has developed a comprehensive 
and holistic appruach to understanding global c1inmte change. llis 
theories, exp.essed in his honk The S"rv;vdl oI Ci,'iliwl;Oll. arc 
nuw heing !tllpported and disseminated hy a IUlIlld:ltiuli c:llh:J 
"Institute For A Future", which recently created a remarkable video 
prC!sentation: "Slopping the Coming Ice Age". 

This video is inspiring, frightening, challenging. and very 
informative. as it tctkcs us ctround the world in search of answers. 
While Ilillllakcr :Igrees that the greenhouse effect is a very real 
threat. he helieves - and backs this up with hard data and expert 
opinion -- lhat it will ill!l. warm the Earth unifomtly, but instead will 
increase the temperature differential between the equator and the 
poles. causing increased thermal convection, ~ltmosphcric 
turbulence, and rapidly shifting and bizzare weather patlerns.ln 
this scC!nario. high l,\'inds moving from the equator towards the 
poles will drop their abundant moisture in the higher latitudes in the 
form of snow and ice, often creating drought conditions in the 
temperate regions. lie believes that the tropical and sllh-tropieal 
zones will illdeed get huller, hut the temperate zones arc likely to 
get cooler and drier. 

Ilamaker's understanding of the greenhouse effect takes us 
far beyond the popularized, watered-down information available 
through the Illass media because he explores deeper levels of cause 
alld crfect. process mid purpose. The most profound inform:uioll 
presented in this video concerns the connections between the 
greenhouse effect and the development of an ice age, and the 
importance of understanding long-lenn cycles (lOO,OOO years! ) of 
climate change. The video demonstnlles the causal connections 
linking together all the different environmental/atmospheric 
phenomena that combine to bring on an ice age: 

I) soil erosion and demineralization 
2) the subsequent weakening and dying of the forests 
3) the resulting increase in insect infestations, forest decay, 

and massive forest fires 
4) the dramatic increase in CO2 released into the atmosphere 

by these nallU'al causes, wh~ch induces the greenhouse effect 
5) and in the 20th century - as opposed to 100, 0< X) years ago 

.mm-m;tde pollution and our destructive tampering with the natuml 
balance of life arc intensifying and hastening the process. 

According to Hamaker, an ice age performs a vitally 
necessary natural function_ As the glaciers advance and then 
retreat. they move and grind up immense quantities of rock,thus 
spreading gravel and rock dust over much of th~ te~l1perale, zones~ 
This IlItIl'l~:-'S, alonH with the winds that help dlstnhllte tillS rOl'k 
dllst evclI further, g .... dually reUlin~rali:lcs ~he soil - which feeds ,the 
plants and forests, promoting rapid and healthy growth - ~unng 
which timc the plants breathe in much of the excess CO2 III the 
atll10sphere - which gradually stops the greenhouse effect! The 
plants of the world breathe in CO2, use the c4lrbon, and rele4lse the 

, oxygen back into the air which we, and all other animals, breathe! 

Sprl.nq. 1909 Xatuah lournaL 

'nlllS, a primary function of glaciation is to remineralize and 
help reforest the Eanh. The reason this video is called "Sloppillg 
the Coming Ice Age" is that Hamaker thinks we humans can -
indeed must, if we want our civilization to survive - remineralize 
the Earth ourselves. We ourselves can fulfill the vital role played 
by an ice age, rendering stich a geological event obsolete. 

This means, however, that the govcl'Ilments llnd peoples of 
all countries and regions would need to make it a top priority to 
remineralize our depleted soils, and also to engage in massive 
reforestation projects, planting billions of trees worldwide. 
Without he:lhhy forcSls, we lmve no chance al all of slowing the 
tremendous CO2 buildup which fuels the greenhouse effect. As the 
video puts it," The trees of the world are our best friends now, and 
only they c.m save us". Obviously, then, we also need to SlOp 
ckar-culling our foresls, both here and in the tropics, and to limit 
our fossil fuel burning, which has been accelerating the greenhouse 
process. Only hy dnin~ all thcse thin~s, says II.mmker, cnn we 
avuid horrific consequences for humanity in the very ncar future. 

The audacity of this theory and this proposal lies in its utter 
simplicity and common-sense quality. Yet mnny people may not 
heed llamaker's message and information because we have become 
so enamored of "high- tech" solutions and short-tenn planning, 
gratification, and profit. Hamaker's plan demands a clear 
understanding of our planetary dilemma, and a deep commitment to 
creating a viable future, as well as some sacrifice of comfon and 
convenience. The video concludes with these questions: "Have we 
got the ~lItS to do it'/ Iinw much do we renlly wanl to he here?" 

Whether or not I hamaker's propositi is ever implemented on 
a large scale, we can all do things individually and collectively to 
help educ:tte people and help heal the planet. The video points out 
that even if these theo.ries aren't totally "provable", or even 
completely accurate, we should :uill do the things (hal Hamaker 
suggests, for the sake of ecological balance, conservation, and 
planetary sanity. 

, In addition to the ideas discussed in this review, this video 
explores many other :aspects of our ecological and social dilemmas -
.mmy more tlmn cun be de;,lt with here. There is so much vital 
infoflmuioll presentcd, within such a comprehensive framework, 
that this video ranks as a definite "must see" for anyone at all 
concerned about environmental issues and social change. 



STOPPING THE COMING ICE AGE 

THIS IS A DOCUMENTARY ABOUT THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT AND WHAT IS 
awPENING TO OUR CLIMATE. 

MOST PEOPLE ARE AWARE OF THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT NOW, AND QUITE 
CONCERNED ABOUT IT. UP UNTIL RECENTLY ITS MAJOR CONSEQUENCES WERE 
THOUGHT TO BE DECADES AWAY. BUT THIS FILM SHOWS US THAT ITS DEVASTATING 
EFFECTS MAY BE QUITE IMMINENT UNLESS WE ACT QUICKLY 

"'The coming ice age'? I thought the greenhouse effect wanns up the climate." 

It does at first. But by evaporating more moisture from overheated oceans, the greenhouse effect 
also creates more clouds-which drift northward on prevailing winds and cool the earth more, especially 
in winter. So the tropics get hotter and drier. Temperate region summers get hotter (like 1988) while 
winters get colder and icier. 

These large-scale greenhouse-effect changes have already been going on for 30 to 40 years! The long 
African drought in which so many people have starved to death was caused by this. And now severe 
drought has arrived in force in North America, Europe and Asia, threatening most of the world's food. 

IN THE US. WE LOST ALMOST ONE-THIRD OF ALL OUR GRAINS IN 1988! IF THIS TREND 
KEEPS UP AND INCREASES - AS IT IS EXPECTED TO - MOST OF OUR ABILITY TO 
GROW FOOD MAY BE DESTROYED WITHIN THE NEXT FIVE TO TEN YEARS, AND WE 
WILL BEGIN TO STARVE. 

BUT SURPRISINGLY, "STOPPING THE COMING ICE AGE" IS A VERY HOPEFUL FILM. 
STING, THE ROCK STAR, SAID HE WAS "DEPRESSED AND ELATED" BY IT - BECAUSE 
IT FOCUSES ON WHAT WE CAN DO TO TURN THIS AROUND BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE. 
A DOZEN PROMINENT SCIENTISTS AND ENVIRONMENTALISTS HAVE ENDORSED IT. 

One of the things we can do, presented here for the first time, is revitalize the earth's forests-and 
new forests we quickly plant-by remineralizing their soils with finely ground gravel dust. Where this 
has been done the trees become completely rejuvenated and grow three to four times as fast! Revitalized 
in this way, the earth's forests will consume much of the excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (the 
major greenhouse gas). The greenhouse effect will subside and we will hopefully have time to create a 
nonpolluting way of life for ourselves. 

THIS MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT FILM YOU WILL EVER SEE. 

Distributed by People For A Future, a rapidly growing worldwide grassroots organization. The 
accompanying paperback is also available for distribution. People For A Future, 2140 Shattuck Avenue, 
Berkeley CA 94704. (415) 524-2700. 



BOOKS 

lbe Surviwl 
of CivilizadoD 
}oIm D. H~ and 
l)onQId A. 1RtG""", 
~112.00 

E nvironmcnWisu have IoD& 
warned dDI c:ondnucd abute 

01 our ecosystem wouJd IIIIJm:ucIy 
thtaIm our ute support JysIa'D aDd 
human surviv:aJ as ~U. Autbon Ham*' and ~ haYe now sounded 
the most ominous and 3WeSOmC warn
inI of au. Their rcscuch mall that a 
global c.Umate shift is now underway 
which will make tIx tcmpcr.ue zone 
pan 0( tIx subarctic zone by 1995 and 
soon dcpri~ humanity 01 la food 
supply. The equatorial zones wiD DOl 
cool as much but even now ddorcsta
doll and drousht arc takins a dn:adfuI 
loU there 100. 'I1x entire process is 
accompanjcd by paler cUmatc Q
traDes, increa.sina crop lusscs and a 
dying ecOSystCID. 'J'be authon ctc. 
scribe correctJ~ measures and WF 
their adoption before it is too late. 

But how could this be and wma 
cwsc:s it? _ ate in this fix due to a c~ 
iDcidmcc between a natural qde and 
human folly. Scientisu have dis
C'CWCred a lOO,OOO-year clinwe cydc 
with about 90,000 )aI'S 01 glacial 
(cokt) and )0-12,000 )ar5 01 inlCrJl2-
d2J (warm) tcmpcrarures. _:are about 
)0,800 years into the Presena intergla
cial period, and wOuld be due for p
ciariO'.1 within a ff:QI hundred }'CUS 

had man noc accelCf2ted me process. 
Glacial periods grind rocks bencuh 

tIx movina ice and then distribute the 
pamela globaUy via warcr and hish 
winds mut remi~ns the canh 
wim a new, an1IabIe mincnJ supply 
for rm&:w.IJ oIabundanr ~ Al
ter IO-ll,OOO )an 01 inIcrBJadaI ~ 
cwion, me deposited minerals arc used 
up to me poinl where ~on di
minishes and a new sbdaJ period is 
aut9f1W,iaUy triBFfed which apin 
ranilXT21izc:s me canh and dle naNr.ll 
C)'Ck repeau. (Thus fu 25 C)'dcs weR 
identified as occurring duri,. me last 
2, ~OO,OOO yean!) Life on nnh dimin
~hed but survived previous glacial cy
clo and then ~rated during in· 
terglacials. But fur most of canh~ ... 5 

-2-

bWJon people, wlm our present sod
aaJ suuaures, a blow of lhis m:asnJ
nack II DOl survlvabac. 

'I1Ie climate shift II crJgered by the 
rile in aanoepbcrtc arbon diOllidc 
which IaidaUy WlItIDI w Iowu WI
IUdes rpccnbousc dl'ca-) but ~ 
IUaJJy brinp aJobaJ cooIq. 1k cstn 
wanDina :u lCJlWa' ladrudes CYapOr2ICS 
CSU'a waaer which lbeD riJa and 
IDCMS towud me cold poles. More 
douds form on the vny, bIoddna the 
sun at hfshcr latitudes (more global 
cool1n&) and the inctascd W2&cr va-

A global climate sbIJIls 
now underway wbk:b will 
molIe tbe temperau zone 
part 0/ tbe suban:Hc zone 
by 1995 and soon deprive 
bumanlty o/Its food 
supply. 

per predpiwes more snow u tbc 
poles. The warm air risin& at lower lat
itudes ls replaced by ground-~I pal_ 
terns. nus process m:ry make sum
men temporarily honer (and drier) at 
Iowa' IatJtudes but lhc winters are in
Cl'ClSingIy longer and colder md the 
pobr icc C2p5 expand. 

1\vo &ctors raise the C()J (carbon 
dioxide) leYel. First, alter 10.()t)())'elU'S 
&be soU minerals ate ncar depIction, 
growth slows and arbon dw was 
loda:d Into Uvina biomass Is Ubetzrc:d 
rwunIJy buo atmospheric C()J. Sec
ond. the consumpdon of fossil fuels, 
dc:stnJcdon of forau, mel other xu 
oIhwmn folly :are adding 40,000 tons 
per minute of C()J into w mno
spbcrc. The present leYel of C()J Is f.ar 
more than enough to cause a rapid 
shift toward glaciation bur the level is 
also ruinS exponentially (compound
ing) and is al the point of going out of 
conuoJ. 1bis is why hWlW1 foUy is 
trlgmng glacial onset, hundreds of 
years ahead of nalurc~ own schedule. 

But ate Haruker 2nd '\tt2Yer COt· 
n:ct in thar thinking? Consider whal 
we hJ\-e been expcricming glob:lUy in 

rumt yean: colder winters. hOller 
SW1llnnS, sprndJna dtougtu and des
em, dying forests, ClC2btJna foral 
flra, dyinS laka, incrc:ase In plam and 
buman dbe2se, incrcaIc of InIca :u
cacb on crop, InaeaIc in YOlanlc 
IDd C3ftbquaR aalvtry. lnc:raK in 
saO acston. add r:dn. marc vio1cm 
flooding. etc. Drousht and SlalVation 
III Africa ate DOl Umiccd to EdUopia. 
More tb:In rwo dozen other African 
sasa an: In the same fix and chf.s pre> 
cas is iJucnsifying. 1besc arc ftC)( ~ 
arue. unrelated ewalU but rather 
cIl\aX manifcst.adons of one underly
ing process 01 a global dinwe shift. 

Can anything be cSone to change [)Us 
process? Narurc Rmincn1izcs w 
c:anh in 90,000 )an. _ may Jm'e a 
.. c:bancc to do it ounclves and ~ 
w:rse thc process. A massl~, world
wide dfon is urgently needed to grind 
rocks, rcmincralize the c:anh, restore 
the forests and Switch from fossU fuels 
to biomass fuels. Evidcncc ls OYer

whelming mar sr.wd (mb:I:d rock) 
dust em increase crop yidds two to 
four timc:s wim 1arJc, healthy pbnu 
thai n:sJst cIisc1se, drought and cold. 
Such plants h3Ye higher mineral con
taU and superior lUte which pn> 
mocc:s hc2lthicr animal and human 
life. Dr. Herbert Shelton, boch in his 
boob and in thc Hygienic Reviftll, 
also emphasized the imporunce of 
soil ranincraIization in acWn8 a tty
&fcn1c Agriculture. 'I'hc potential ben
diu co humanity of global rcmincr2li
zWOD could be the dawn or a new era 
of health, abundance and a bigher 
quality of ute. It is DO cagcndon to 
18)' humanity is now poised on the 
knlk edge bcnm:n a glorious rebirth 
and the final abyss. 

What an you do aboUI all this? Stan 
by SCIIdin& for the book and also in
quire about the update bulletins is
sued since publication in 1982. Thm 
bccomr pan of a growing. pbncwy 
ncrwort of individU2ls who :ue work
ing 10 get the word GUllO promoct re
mincT2Jiz2tjon before it is too lace. 

RevIew by Bela am Cohen 
n. S''"rtVGI oJ C,,,,,UlJlfon Is aC'IIil· 
abW /tIT II.!. 00 postptIlII from H~· 
\J4mw Publisbns. Bar 196J. Bttrlingaml. 
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Contents of this Issue N (\. \ "\\ -,- ,_.- r- 1.,1(415) 347-9693 
Ow \--t '-10. \ C4 0 e.. - ....LV'\\"'""'"~ ~"!>\e.ct. • 

Contents and Editor's messages; Review of The Survival of CIvilization, Bulletin back issues, etc. 1 
'What's Wrong With Global Warming' excerpt; 'We Are on The Edge of Starvation' - Larry Ephron 3 
People for a Future fiyer on 'Stopping the Coming Ice Age' and The End: the imminent ice age and ••• 6 
Review of 'Stopping the Coming Ice Age' film; S.F. Chronicle article on same 7 
A plea 'TO THE UNITED STATES MEDIA' by Earth Regeneration Society; ERS Press Release... 9 
Greg Watson on 'State Leadership on a Most Pressing Issue: Changing Climate'; God's creatures 12 
'The Snowballing Plea To Save The World Environment'; Vern Lawrence of Australia (EMSA) 14 
More on the Transformation from 'KllUngry to Livingry'; "Senators to Gorbachev, Reagan on Earth 15 
John Hamaker Comment of November 15, 1987 on 'A Time for CHANGE' 18 
A.B. Plttock comments on The Survival of Civilization in Climatic Change, Hamaker responds 22 
John Hamaker Comment of Aprll1989 - 'A Warming? No! Just Glaciation and Starvation' 32 
Letter to Soil Remineralization from Lee Klinger of NCAR and John Hamaker's response 35 
John Hamaker Comment of June 1989 on 'Forests - A tool to moderate global warming?' (R. Sedjo) 37 
Philip Isely to John Hamaker on feeding phytopl~ton, Hamaker response - and one to Solstice 39 
Michael MacCracken comments on 'Stopping the Coming Ice Age' - Ephron, Hamaker respond 41 
Michael MacCracken 5/26/89 response to John Hamaker, and Hamaker to MacCracken, 6/20/89 50 
Hamaker Comments, 7/4/89 & 8/15/89 - more on tectonic system, glaciation (incl. Science letter) 58 
More on Reforestation/Tree Crops/ Agroforestry; More on Soil Remineralization (SR) (p. 91-) 65 
More on Planetary Arboricide & 'Waldsterben' (Death of the Woods); Telocratic Phase Forest Fires 164 
More on Biomass Energy/Alcohol Fuels; More Evidence of 'Progress' Toward Worldwide Starvation 201 
Editor's Excerpts/Review of Recent Publications on Climate: Hamaker Thesis or" 'Global Warming'? 207 
A Few More of Many Recent Interglacial-To-Glacial Weather Extremes 268 
Additional Editor's Comments/Summaries/Reviews - plus... 299 
More of Various Quotes Worthy of Consideration 350 

Solar Age or Ice Age? Bulletin is a product of a deep love & respe.ct, in the editor & many others, of 
Life & its miraculous expression on Earth. One of those others seems a unique genius in this time of frag
mentary, non-ecological thinking & acting. John Hamaker has given much of 3 decades to understanding 
Earth's operation as a Biosphere & how we can live constructively, co-creatively, healthfully, symbiotic
ally as the sane alternative to the time-tested ways of 'living' unconsciously, irresponsibly, unnaturally 
&, sorry, parasitically. We might all share a 'moment' of sorrow for the destructivity which our collect
ive 'un~onsciousness' has brought forth ••• before moving ahead, our 'face toward the Sun I, with the Earth 
Regeneration Work we'll share should we honestly desire to prove ourselves a viable & enlightened part of 
Creation. The work of the 1990s, friends, & we're all invited! In fact, attendance appears mandatory ••• 
Like John Hamaker's warning to us that not 'Global Warming' but a new Glacial Period is knocking loudly 
at the door, this Bulletin is essentially a gift which the editor & all who help as co-publishers give to as 
many 'key' people as possible in government/ science/ environment/health/business/ etc. It attempts to pro
vide a comprehensive picture of our accelerating ecological-climatic life support system breakdown & to 
awaken the totally unprecedented RESPONSE needed to Regenerate the Earth & restore an Interglacial Bal
ance of Climate - as explained in The Survival of Civilization (TSOC). Suggested minimum donation for 
this issue is $10 to cover costs. $100 will send at least 10 copies to people of your or my chOOSing, & so 
on. I'm giving the few $1000 I can; please accept the challenge to courageously absorb the contents & con
sider its worth, how you'd like to help. (Checks best made to Solar Age or Ice Age? Bulletin) Note even 
more strong evidence for the Hamaker Thesis - and to help spread awareness the additional great tools of 
Larry Ephron's film & book. I've been assisting People for a Future in their wide distribUtion; we're try
ing to put them in the hands of all hopefully open-minded scientists, members of Congress, etc! as funds 
allow. I see future Bulletins largely focused on helping coordinate work efforts: tree nurseries, gravel 
grinder & dust pro~uction, forest remineralization/replanting, new regeneration far~s producing abundant 
g~~uine health food, comprehensive Earth Regeneration Centers, etc".; I invite you to help accomplish this 
work while we still have the opportunity. Your response, ideas?? If you received but don't want this (or 
wish to recycle) please return it - postage reimbursed on request. Editor's comments again in [ ]. 



THE COMING ICE AGE? 
By Joanna Campe 

Ha~ you noticed that almost """'Y e~n
ing on the ~s there is a rep:>rt of a weather 
related diQ.ster, one record breaking inci
dent afier another? They "",m like isolated 
events . What does snow on the Riviera have 
to do with the drought in Ethiopia, or the 
inability of Russia to sustain a whea~ crop 
with the citrus losses in Florida? What does 
a recent (ores! fire in Borneo. an area of 
13,000 sq . mile, of woodland the ,ize of 
Connect icut and Mass.lChusens combined, 
lOe iil'8e>~1 lorl'sl i,,~ .n recorderi hl)lo ry . 
have '0 do with the dying Black Forest in 
Germany? 

Plenty!, accord ing to John Hdmaker , au
thor of The Survival of Civilization, and sci
entists such as ~ading climatologist George 
Kukla of Columbia ', LamonI-Doheny Ob
servatory. Worldwide weather panerns are 
being altered as increasing amoun~ of car
bon dioxide are released into the atnno'· 
ohere. 
. The Eanh Regeneral ion Sociely of 
Berkely, Ca. wrile, thaI ·the presenl well 
publ icized 'grf'E'nhou~' warming the-ory is 
in (act only thE.- first step in a longer process 
which i, beginning to cool the planel; and 
that we are very close to the critical point 
where rapid glaciation-the next Ice Age
will wreak havoc, causing worldwide 
famine and related conditions . This is a most 
crilical issue of out times ." 

Warming is taking place at the mid
lal itude, a, the droughts of Africa and nonh· 
east Brazil indicate. Bf'Cause 70% of the 
earth 's surface is ocean . Ihe extrerrye heat 
relea!teS moisture into tht" atmosphere. The 
moisture travels poleward, so the s.now of 
.he nonh is the drought of the tropic, . . 

It is actually a differential greenhouse ef
feCI. Sir George Simpson pointed out that 
the glaciation which characterizes an Ice 
Agt> cannot come aoout by a general cooing 
of the e.rth 's atmospher~ause some 
source of increased energy is required to 
It.iinsport poleward the huge amounts of 
moisture which make up the gl~ciers . The 
re<t>111 findings of Nicholas Sh~ckelton and 
as !>o< lale!. al the University of Cambridge 
accepl COl as the -forCing agent" for glaci-

ation and the data gives strong corroboration 
for The Survival of Civilization thesis . 

We can compare the CO2 curve of previ
Ous interglacial transitions with today. To 
mainta in an ideal interglacial climate we 
need to hold CO, level, al 270-260 ppm 
(pam. per mill ion) compared with the current 
345 ppm . A, CO, climb" the glaciation 
trend may well become irre~"ible . 

We live in a 100,000 year glacial-inter
glacial cycle, 90,000 years Ice Age and lO-
11,000 years interglacial. In the la,1 3 mil
lion years the<e ha, been remarkably linle 
variation in this cycle, espe-cially the length 
of interglac ial per iod,. We are 10,600 yea" 
into the pre~nt interglacial period . A 1974 
CIA "'pon note" ·Climate change at the 
end of these interglacial periods is rather 
sharp and dramatic: Palynologist G . Woil
lard has shown there is a 20year changeover 
to intensel .,. glacial cond itions. (Nature 281, 
10116;791 

Duri ng an Ice Age, according tll 
Hamaker, the glaCiers crush rock onto the 
earth 's surface and loess , crushed rock pow
der, blow, to all pan, of the globe. AI the 
end of an inters lacial pe-riod a crit ical stage 
is reached in wh ich the available minerals 
be-come so scarce that most of the minerals 
in the soil are used up. As co-author of the 
Hamaker book Don Weaver expla ins, -this 
gradual process over 10,000 years leaves a 
shrinking, sickening, very fragile worldwide 
planVforest cover which grows increasingly 
suscept ible to and victim of insects , disease , 
acid rain , climate extremes, and (ire--and 
loses its capacity to util ize carbon dioxide 
as it could earlier in the interglacial ... " 
Florida , an extremely demineralized area , 
has ~xperienced a devastating (reeze, 
canker disease, another freeze and now fire 
in the Everglade, ! The biomass d ieoff accel
erate, 1he rise of CO,. and the whole de· 
structive cycle is accelerated. 

Mineral rich soils create healthy (orest and 
crops which absorb CO2, Soil remineral iza
tion i, the key to reduce CO, level, and 
maintain the current interglacial cl imate. 
T~ balanced 90 .Iements and trace min· 

~al, in ground glacial rock further the 
growth of microorganisms, and (~rtilile the 
soil to give us, -bread (rom stones." To quote 
nutritionist K~nt Crawford, "'Trace mineral 
deficienc y is OM' ailhe ~jor causes in our 
declining level of health:. 

Ground rock from 0:. glacial deposit and 
o rdinary glacial and river gravels can g ivf 
the Garden of Eden back to u, . The marvel· 
ous productivity. hardiness ~nd beauty of 
the Findhorn gardNI IS a ided by it's sitll~li(\rl 
on a cOftstal glaCial outwash . The Hunza 's 

~rkable health comes from the glaciel 
rock dust fed lakes and valley, . 

We must remineralize the soils of the 
world , to rejuvenate (orests and crops so 
they will consume the excess Cal ' We can 
plant huge tree plantations to consume CO2 
and provide biomass fuel . We muSI cut back 
drastically on the use of fos,il fuel, and 
I!liminate chemiCal fertilizers and pes· 
ticides , Healthy plant!. are relat ively un· 
touched by insects and disease. 

Adding ground glacial rock and glacial 
gravels to forests . farms and garde ns wi ll 
give us health, i strong and resistant ecosy!.· 
tern , stabilize weather and hold off the ne).1 
Ice Age. Perhaps we can earn bac"- the Gar· 
den fo Eden . Or a' Betsan Coat, puts i •. 
-Mother Earth gives us the opportunity, quile 
simply, gratefully and thankfully, to give a, 
we have received ." 

Suckminster Fuller , one of the cleaf thin~ 
f'f'! ~( OUf ·im p. fC ''1nd H~'ilaker'\ (inrhnc.~ 
"Cc..mplett:-:y conVincing. 'Becoming aYt-ar t> 
of the urgency of the challenge we fa ce. 
n!mineralizing our own land and acting 
politically so thaI the necessary change, can 
take place on a global ""al'-;,. beginning. 
We don 't have a moment to lose. 

jo;Jnna Campe is the Northampton, MA area 
contact person for Hamalcel Coordination. 
See their listing under the "Communil)' 6. 
C/obdl Chanse" >Ktron of the directory. 

Hamaker Coordination 
15Z South Street 
No r thampton, Ma. 01060 
(413) 586 4429 

The book THE SURVIVAL 
OF CIVILIZATION (SI2 ) 
and bulletins through 
Hamaker Weave r Publishe r s 
P,O. Box 1961 
Burlingame, Ca.94010 
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E nvironmentalists have long 
wamed that condnued abuse 

of our ecosystem would ultimately 
threaten our ute suppon system and 
human survival as well. Authon Ifam. 
aker and ~ have now sounded 
the most ominous and awesomewam
ing of all. Their research ~ that a 
global climate shift is now underway 
which will ID2ke the temperate zone 
part of the subarctic zone by 1995 and 
soon deprive bumanity of Its food 
supply. The equatorial zones will not 
cool as much but eYefl now deforesta
tion and drought are taking a dreadful 
toll there too. The entire process Is 

. accompanied by greater climate ex
tremes, increasing crop losses and a 
dying ecosystem. The authors de
scribe corrective measures and urge 
their adoption before it is too late. 

But how could this be and wha~ 
causes it? \It are In this fix due to a c~ 
incidence between a natural cycle and 
human folly. Scientists have dis
COYered a lOO,OOO-year climate cycle 
with about 90,000 years of glacial 
(cold) and 10-12,000 years of intergla
ci2l (W3l'IIl) temperatures. ~ are about 
10,800 years Into the present Intergla
dal period, and wOuld be due for gla
datio~ within a few hundred years 
had man not accelerated the process. 

Glacial periods grind rocks beneath 
the moving ice and then distribute the 
panicles globally via water and high 
winds thus remineralizing the earth 
with a new, available mineral supply 
for renewal ofabundant ~tltion. Af
ter 10-12,000 JC3I'S of intersJadaI veg
etation, the deposited minerals are used 
up to the point where vesetation di
minishes and a new glacial period is 
autpmatically triggered which again 
remineralizes the earth and the natural 
cycle repeats. (Thus far 25 cycles were 
identified as occurring during the last 
2, "00,000 years!) Life on canh dimin
ished but survived previous glacial cy
cles and then regenerated during in
terglacials. But for most of earths 4.5 

2(, HEill'H SOENCE • JUi.\':.WGUS'f i9R6 

billion people, with our present soci
etal stnlctures, a blow of this magni
lUde Is not survivable. 

1 The cUmate shift Is aigcred by the 
rise In atmospheric carbon dioxide 
which initially warms the lower lati
tudes ("greenhouse cft'ect") but even
tually brinp global cooling. The extra 
warming at lower latitudes evaporates 
extra water which then rises and 
moves toward the cold poles. More 
clouds form on the way, blocking the 
sun at lUgher latitudes (more global 
cooling) and the increased water va-

A global climate sblft Is 
tJOW undenuaywblcbwUl 
make the temperate zOne 
'part oftbesubarcHc zone 
by 1995 and soon deprive 
bU~'Jity Of Its food 
supply. . 

pot precipitates more snow at the 
poles. The wann air rising at lower lat
itudes Is replaced by ground-level pat
terns. This process may make sum
mers tempor.u1ly hotter (and drier) at 
lower latitudes but the winters are in
aeasingly longer and colder and the 
polar ice caps expand. 

1\vo factors raise the C()l (carbon 
dioxide) level. First, after 10,000 years 
the soil minerals are near depletion, 
growth slows and carbon that was 
locked into living biomass Is l1berated 
naturally Into atritospheric C()l. Sec
ond, the consumption of fossil fuels, 
destruction of forests, and other acts 
of human folly are adding 40,000 tons 
per minute of C()l into the atmo
sphere. The present level of CO2 is far 
more than enough to cause a rapid 
shift toward glaciation but the level is 
also rising exponentially (compound
ing) and is at the point of going out of 
control. This is why human folly is 
triggering glacial onset, hundreds of 
yea1"S ahead of nature~ own schedule. 

But are Hamaker and \ltaver cor
rect in their thinking? Consider what 
we have been experiencing globally in 

recent years: colder winters, hotter 
summers, spreading drought and des
erts, dying forests, escalating forest 
fires, dying lakes, inaeasc In plant and 
buman disease, inaease of insect at
tacks on crops, inaeasc In wlcanic 
and earthquake activity. tnaease In 
soD erosion, add rain, more violent 
ft~,~·~shtand~don 
in Africa are DOt limited to Ethiopia. 
More than two dozen other African 
swes are In the same fix and this pr0-
cess is lntensJfying. 1bcsc are not sep
arate, unrelated events but rather 
diverse manifestations of one underly
ing process of a global climate shift. 

Can anything be done to change this 
process? Nature remineraUzes the 
earth In 90,000 )aI'S. ~ may h2ve a 
last chance to do It ourselves and re
ftrSe the process. A massll'e, world
wideeffon is Ul'Icotly needed to grind 
rocks, remineralize the eanh, restore 
tile forests and switch from fossil fuels 
to biomass fuels. Evidence is 0Yer
whelming that gravel (milEed rock) 
dust can increase crop yields two to 
four times with large, healthy plants 
that resist disease, drought and cold. 
Such plants have higher mineral con
tent and superior taste which pr0-
motes healthier animal and human 
ute. Dr. ~ Shelton, both in his 
books and In the Hygienic Review, 
also emphasized the i.tnponance of 
soil remineraUzation in creating a Hy
lienic Agriculture. "!be potential ben
efits to humanity of global reminer2ll
zation could be the dawn of a new era 
of health, abundance and a higher" 
quality of ute. It Is no exasgeration to 
say humanity is now poised on the 
knlfe edge between a glorious rcbinh 
and the final abyss. 

What can )'Ou do about aU this? Stan 
by sending for the book and also in
quire about the update bulletins is
sued since publication in 1982. Then 
become pan of a growing, planetary 
network of individuals who are work
ing to get the word out to promote re
mineralization before it is too late. 

RevIew by Bertram Cohen 
7JJe S'lntlval of C'vlllzGtton Is avail
able for $12.00 postpaid from Hfl17IQJ:w
lAme' Publisbers, Box 1961, B,lrifngame, 
CA94010.0 
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uen focuses on 'greenhouse effect~rl' 
By Deborah Blum .rAc.M'1e,,+o B,e ~ 
Bee Science Writer )" Iy I~ 11R7 

DAVIS - U.S. Rep. Vic Fazio has Introduced 8 
resolution In Congress that urge!J the drastic ener
gy controls needed to baUle global warming, the 
so-called "greenhouse effect.· 

"But there's not enough support to move the bill 
onto the Door," the West Sactamento Democrat 
BOld at a University of Callforqla workshop on the 
planet's troubled climate. . 
, liThe public Is going to i greatly Inconve
nienced by changes In ener policy. and I think 
there's going to have to be a I more evidence on 
'he record before public offici Is will act." 

'The public is going to be 
greatly inconvenienced by 

I' , , 

changes t'n energy'policy, 
and I think there's going to 
have to be a'lot m·ore' ';: 
'evidence on the 'record 
before public officials will 
act.' 

That dilemma - balancln8f.he need for action 
against scientific uncertainty was a major fo
cus of Monday's meeting at U Davis, the start of 
a three-day symposium sponsored by the unlversl:-

• 
Iy, the U.S. Department of Ener8Y'llnd the Save _ - Rep. Vic Fazio 
the EaJjh .fgyndnllJUL - ." ~ ----. 

- iii 1Tlln'l tbe greenhouse effect cQuld the great· ' ..--:.......:.----:...-~\----------
est challenge In the history of this beautiful plan- greenhouse gases Include methane, from cattle 
ett" Fazio said. "And I don't think we have the feedlots, landfills and rice paddles; chlorofluoro
luxury of waiting until we can forecast the future carbons, used as coolants and Insulators; and the 
wilh complete accuracy. We need a naUonal ener- poisonous ozone that forms In hazy, brown layers 
gy policy now. For the same reason that you buy over clUes as automobile pollutants-- react with 
life Insurance - because you're not sure of the sunlight. 
future." "We're absolutely certain that the greenhouse 

effect exists:' said Roger Revelle, director emeri
tus of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography In 
La Jolla. "What we're not certain Is how big It's 
going to be. Unfortunately, we have to rely on 
mathematical models, and they don't give us 
enough Information on the effects." 

. ' :. r 
have warned that during the next 50 yeal'S the 
planet couid warm as much as 10 degrees Fahren- : 
helt, melting the Icy arctic regions and triggering 
a noodlng rise of sea levels. Predictions for Call- : 
lornla have Included a dwindling snowpack and 
loss of useable water, vanishing Sierra forests and 
enough ocean water spilling Into the bay-Delta to! 
create an Inland sea. ~ 

But climate experts like Michael MacCracken,'~' , 
. leader of the atmospheric sciences division' at; ~ . 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, saY,J, 
. that .the computer models remain clumsy tools:,' 

Model builders are only Just beginning to take Into; 
account shifts In ocean conditions. They have noi'i 
been' able to accurately add water vapor and·, 
clouds into their calculations, and they rely on .. : 
system that divides the planet Into grids so large~ .' 
that the Sierra range essentially disappears. '~t. 

"Our models are getting better," MacCracken; 
said. "And I believe that they can show the overaW . 
results of a greenhouse effect pretty well. W~ ~ 
have four modeling groups, and they all tend td' ~ 
agree that a doubling of carbon dioxide, for In~~: 
stance, would cause a temperature rise between '. 
three and five degrees. But we haven't gotten to~' 
the point where we can say how specific regions: 
might be Impacted." . ., 

Joseph Knox, assistant te) the associate director 
for physics at Livermore, ~ald, however, that scl-, , 
entlsts were unlikely to evrr be completely S,atis~'., 
fled with their data. : . ' :." ,i 

The greenhouse effect refers to the riSing levels 
of certain guses, all with a tendency to trap heat 
In the atmosphere much 8S the glass walls of a 
greenhouse can hold In warmth. The main green~ , 
house gas Is carbon dioxide, released by burning' 
fossil fuels. Researchers estimate that man's ac-~ 
UvUles put about 7 billion tons of carbon dloxldel 
Into the atmosphere each year. I 

"There will always be eople who argue that,': 
the models are incomple'te, that the measure-~, 
ments are flawed," he said. "There will always be:: 
uncertainty. even In the year 2000. But I think we. 

Computer models of future weather are one of' have to start making some decisions now. We're' 
the main ways of predicting the course of a green- talking about water resources, and that's an Issue: 1 But researchers ha'fe learned that other gase~ 

can add to the plandtary warming. The trace house effect. Scientists working with those models that needs long-term planning." : I! " ',il J .. 
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Experts revise figures on 
greenhouse effect, sea level 

The Associated Press 

SAN FRANCISCO - If the 
greenhouse effect warms the 
Earth, sea levels will rise only 

\ 
about one-third as much as previ-

I 
ously believed, reducing the sever
ity of predicted coastal flooding 
during the next century, a panel of 
scientists concluded Thursday. 

A major reason is that the south 
I polar ice sheet will get bigger, in
· stead of melting as commonly be
jlieved, because a warIJ.ler atmo-
sphere carries more mOIsture an~ 

; will dump more snow on Antarctl
'ca the researchers said. 
1 /'We have destruction' along our 
'coasts now even with a modestly 
: rising sea level. There are going to 
! be more and more problems, but 
· they won't be as bad as we thought 
a few years ago," said glaciologist 

· Mark Meier, director of the Insti-
· tute of Arctic and Alpine Research 
at the University of Colorado, 

. Boulder. 
, A 1985 National Academy of Sci
'ences report concluded global 

warming would cause about a 39-
inch rise in sea level by about the 
year 2050 - enough to allow storm 
surges to devastate low-lying ar
eas along the US Gulf Coast, Flori
da, Bangladesh and the Maldives, 
Meier said. 

But nine studies presented dur
ing the American Geophysical 
Union's fall meeting led to a new 
consensus that the rise in sea level 
will total about 14 inches, although 
a great deal of uncertainty re-

, mains. That means the sea level 
could do anything between drop
ping 2 inches and rising as much as 
30 inches. 

Many of the same scientists 
helped write the 1985 report, which 
said sea level could rise from 20 to 
59 inches. 

i Meier and others said their new 
i forecast only holds true until about 
~ 2050 or a bit later, and rising sea 
; levels could become more severe 

after that. 
The sea level now is rising about 

one-tenth of an inch annually, but 

scientists do not know why. They' . 
have been unable to pin blame on 
the greenhouse effect theory, 
which says carbon dioxide and oth
er automotive and industrial pol
lutants will warm Earth's atmo
sphere by trappi'ng solar heat like 
glass in a greenhouse. 

Many scientists said Wednesday 
that they cannot find evidence that 
the greenhouse effect has started, 
although "The broad agreement 
among scientists is there will be 
global warming," said hydrologist 
Jeff Dozier of the University of Cal
ifornia, Santa Barbara. "But there 
is disagreement about precisely 
how much warming." 

The new series of studies esti
mated that by about 2050, sea level 

. will rise 6 inches because of melt
ing of small glaciers, 3 inches be
cause of melting of Greenland's ice 
sheeting, 8 inches because ocean 
water expands as it warms up and 
8 inches because of groundwater 
humans pump and then let drain 
into the seas. But that overall rise 

t. 

jof about 25 inches will be partly 
I counteracted by a 12-inch fall in 
; ocean levels caused by enlarge
, ment of the .A~tarctic ice cap. 

The net result is a predicted sea 
level rise of about 14 inches. 

Meier said every 12-inch rise in 
sea level means low-lying shore
lines retreat inland by 100 feet. The 
more the sea level rises, the more 
frequent will be destructive storm 
surges such as the one that rece~t
ly swept over the barrier islands in 
the Carolinas during Hurricane 
Hugo. Modest sea level increases 
also may destroy wetlands and let 
saltwater ruin fresh water aquifers 
and kill plants 'and animals in 

I coastal estuaries. 
The study showing global warm

ing will enlarge, not shrink, Ant
arctic ice and thus remove water 
from the sea was presented by gla
ciologist Charles Bentley of the 
University of Wisconsin at Madi
son. The polar ice cap contains 
about 70 percent of Earth's water. 



!te of the stratosphere, then 
Ime increasingly difficult to 
,controvertible evidence of 
:al destruction of the ozone 
he backgrou nd natu ral vari-

~r Sources of Chlorine 
)thetical scenario holds that 
ch are completely unreac
ozone, rise to the strato
~re they are broken by ultra
iation, releasing chlorine 
. These chlorine molecules 
~dly rush around like a Pac 
ling up ozone molecules. 
Jlem with this hypothetical 
that the amount of chlorine 
Ito the atmosphere by CFCs 
significant when compared 
lunt of chlorine released by 
:>cesses and biomass bu rn
:>tal amount of CFCs being 
around the world today is 
million tons annually, of 

ut 750,000 tons corresponds 
~ in CFCs. 
'e this to other sources of 

illion tons of chlorine come 
~oration of seawater, which 
alt, sodium chloride (NaCI). 
)unts of this chlorine reach 
;phere through the pumping 
thunderstorms, hurricanes, 
ons, which also break up the 
~cules. 

~en 11 and 36 million tons of 
:ome from the passive de
, volcanoes in years with no 
anic eruptions. Much great
ts of chlorine are pumped 
ltmosRhere when there are 
lnic eruptions. For example, 
volcanic eruption of Tamb
), pumped a minimum of 211 
ns of chlorine into the atmo-

?nt CFC production levels, it 
:e mankind at least 285 years 
:e as much chlorine in CFCs 
own into the atmosphere in 
II weeks by the eruption of 
There are no records of any 

nimal, or plant extinctions in 

Why Are Du Pont, lei 
Pushing Ban on CFCs? 

The four companies that control 
60 percent of the world supply of 
chlorofluorocarbons-du Pont, Al
lied Chemical, ICI (U.K.), and Ato
chem (France)-are now leading 
the campaign to ban CFCs. 

Why are these giants so eager to 
phase out their product? Reports 
are that the old CFC patents are run
ning out and that du Pont and ICI 
have already secured patents on a 
substitute that is more expensive. 
As one analyst in a leading london 
stock brokerage put it: "There are 
billions of dollars at stake. ICI is po
Sitioning itself to corner an ex
tremely lucrative market." 

People who know the chemical 
industry in developing countries 
say du Pont, ICI, and a tiny handful 
of companies realized a while back 
that their domination of the world 
market on CFCs was threatened. 
Countries like Brazil, Taiwan, South 
Korea, and certain OPEC countries 
are rapidly deveroping indepen
dent, nationally owned chemical 
industries that are becoming self
sufficient in CFCs and other basic 
chemicals. 

"For these large companies, 
elimination of a few percent in their 
market share can destroy their en
tire price structure. These Third 
World producers have become a 

slash-and-burn agriculture and the 
policy of the international banking 
agencies (the International Monetary 
Fund, for example) to force develop
ing nations to burn wood and other 
biomass for fuel instead of developing 
the more efficient and energy-dense 
systems, like nuclear power. 

Vast amounts of this naturally ocur
ring chlorine find their way to the 

serious threat to them on the mar
gins, and that is critical," the Lon
don analyst said. He continued: 
liThe ban on CFCs will be a big, big 
problem for especially Third World 
countries. The big chemical multi
nationals want binding legal sanc
tions internationally to enforce the 
ban .... They aren't about to let 
Third World producers take this 
market away from them." 

According to U.S. government 
sources, du Pont-the U.S.-Cana
dian conglomerate controlled by 
Edgar and Charles Bronfman of Sea
gram's-played a decisive role in 
shaping the 1987 Montreal Proto
col. "We had input into the Proto
col," a du Pont spokesman said in 
an interview. 

"In 1986, du Pont called for strict 
controls on CFC use. By 1988, we 
declared that we would phase out 
all CFC production by the end of 
the century." This is also ICI's time
table as well as the exact program 
adopted by the Helsinki monitoring 
conference. 

ICI expects to charge five times 
as much for its CFC replacement
quite a substantial reason for a cor
porate giant to suddenly help the 
environmentalists ban a less lucra
tive substance. 

-William Engdahl 

volcanic activity and biomass burning 
is occurring in areas of the world 
where the greatest amounts of atmo
spheric water vapor and gases are 
pumped up to the stratosphere and its 
ozone layer. 

Specifically, the two greatest 
"stratospheric fountains" are found 
over the Amazon rainforest and the In'" 
donesian archipelago. In 1985 and 
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'Am lifiesWarriiin~:~ 
.'. . ~": .' .... .....;, .. " \.".,j:i'. 'i' >,. ,jIrend ScientisQSalk~: 
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'~/.s~,"";!":~", • . ~ --. ~rtr . " ~~~"~\k~.:!j"'~... "7. lillY MAURA DOLAN t~ of,.the greenhouse·'theory is E 
(i~;'~T, IMES ENVIRONMENTAL WRITER llkely:t.o lnstUlmore.pu~~~, conti.- '~ 
,;:;,'.-, , ,'_ ,dencein such computer ,modeliqg, . 

. Scientists at ,the' University of . but it is not expected, to 'quell ,. 
, Chicago reported Wecmesday they" ". debate among scientists ~v~r', tlte : 
have confirmed for the first time amount of warming that .will. occjJr ',' 
that. water vapor from the oceans and the precise role of, lnjiu8tMal' ,.' 
can amplify global warming caused gases. '; ....• ~;;~:~' I .> 

'. by man-made gases and perhaps Scientists believe .. ' that·} ear n:-
,could trigger a'~,~super-green- dioxide and other gases',trap h t-
house" effect.- aoo.ve the warmest from the'sun in the Earth's atm- ~ ( 

~..R~,"9.(~.~Eai'th·s oceans. phere, much like the, _p~o~ a ': ~ 
~esciehtists, who used temper- greenhouse. Eventually;'suth·: 
-I ature"and radiation measurements trapping could produce.~majpr:: 

from satellites, buoys and ocean- changes in climate; "triggerililg, :; 
going ships, said they confirmed more droughts, hurricanes or other -w : 

computer models indicating that as cataclysmic events. ,., .. - .. , ::.. J - ~ 

more' water vapor accumulates, Ramanathan interviewed"::by 
, more energy is .trapped on Earth. telephone, not~ that. relativdly 

:',,";Th.e st~4~ •. pub~h~,today in the , little warming is caused ~y such: 
~~.:Jo~~ N~~ure~::~. aug.ests that '·:.:induStrial gases' as Carbon' dioxide . 
. ~y~bo~~ th.e .warm~ oceans-whe~. But theories developed over m~y 
~:~~.Jva~~.y~~ !,would be great .. ', decades show· that atmosphe~lc 
#,;est~p'e~:fplpping~o.t.igases.i8in~:;, warming caused ,by, such, 'gases 
.-; ereasedat~~:Olu~-hig~~~!"a~ th~:' would be exaggeraaa),hQy~wa~r , 

m~dels !tad pr~lcted. .' -: vapor, "the most powerful greep:' . 1 

I thl~k thIS study IS unportant house gas," coming primarily frQm _ 
because It offers strong ~up~~rt to evaporation of the Earth's oceans. 

, . greenhouse effect theones, said . :, ". . , ' 
c ~Veorabhadran Ramanathan one of "The basis of ~e : theory was 
) ,the ,na~on's leading clim~te ex- simply pointing out ·tha~' 'we ~l' 
;:t: perts, who did the study with his know from common experien,ce 
~graduate student, Ameet Raval. that when it gets hotter, it g~ts 
~ "Frankly, I didn't expect that our more h~d, and ,~hen it g~~' 
~},work would support the theories so' colder, It gets dry, Ramanathan 
:::~strongly." -' ". ' . said. "What is new in this' study: is 
~?; · .. ·.Tbe stuciy, coming at a time of that w~ went beyo~d, ~h~t ,~d 
: Jncreasing debate over the accura- computed the actual trappmg ':~f 
i.()y of glo1;lal warmipg pr~ctions; the s~n's infrared e~ergy)n ~e 
~~:tei>resents the mos,t extensive test- Earth s ~tmosphere. .. ~,' ~;.," "; I 
~~ yet o.f computer models. '~'.,' He S81~ he and Raval found that 
~:.~i:. The confirmation of what scien- '. the trappmg of such, energy v~s,' 
~;~~,:.d~~: 88;:an essential fea~~.~,,: ~,~~l~ see. GREEN~OUSE,.A40 . 
'\~:t~r~l~,~~,_: ~~,:,-:,:,~:··,,:·;t·~;~:>!:);'~ . :;.-<: ;",": ',":~ <~:~,k:.':~" .. ';',: .. : -"-. ! , 



IGIffiENIfo' 
: ,~ . .v:' .. . . ""_~;~}' '''i:.. ' -." , ..... - - ... -
:Contl'!.'1",from AS, ' :.. "·,'!'\,"?,.>:"''': wlll'lDlt!g,wiIl become '~l)entlar-~ 
from lIIe"modela ,6y only 10% ' to ' ly greaw aft'!r we reach a cert'aln:"" 
20%.'if;,~i. "... " ; . :' threshold of temperature .... : Ra" 
, If ~'~ers '\I8dfound that manat\lan '!8.i L . " .,.~, .~ 
warm'ilce;m, temPeratures had !.it- :, He said'!ht threshold appears .to . 
Ile eff •. : J .n til!! rate of trapping of ' . be alioul 82 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Infr~: "'. . \'·that would have' the tempera' ure of.slighUy less i' 
been . C1~:cause to 'dismiss the ,; than 5% of U.! world's oceans. But 
ientlre,~Use effect," Raman- . if 'global ,' w. .rmlng increases as 
lathanl' lilIi.di\:~On the contrary. we " predicted;" abut · three times 'as 
:w.md!th.e,~~y. confirmed. or one :. much -of the ~larth·B . oceans 'Y0uld, 
'i/iiPecl,of lbeAtbeory. an extremely '.:. eXceed, that ·~-mperature . . ' 
.. "'Ucal ' l" .,., ' Raman .,.. , rof f ' en . Jl&peC , Ai .' •• ~: ';~t: '. 8uu....'l,·a p essor 0 , geo~ 

JI'!i'eUnlversity of Chicago scien- ;-~,::· physical ' scih lces. said his lIIea-
tists . computed the difference be- : " surements ~ copsisten~ with pre
lween the energy emitted from the ';~'~ictIoPS t hat ' .the ' planet's ' 
ocean and the amount' that escapes ,': temperature will riSe 2 to 3 degrees 
into space. '.... . . ' ._ Fahrenheit in the next 50 years. He 
:~ 'So w'e 'K1)9w 'what is leaving at, ... ,;.cautloned. however. that the role ' 

lhe surface' and what is leaving aC;,; of clouds is not yet well enough 
l~'e tpp;' tri~ the difference is .aJ> .. ;.:.'un!17rstood. Some sci~nUsts be .. 
~~ys POSltjV,~. that IS. the . atmos! f0 lieve that clol'ds could,dimlnfsh the, 
~~ere ,~ a1~~ trapping.:' ~~,;;:: :~f~t of greer h?use gases. , .. 
~than said, ,_, ." '" . ' ~"'" I,lichard S. ..mdzen of the Mas-. 

The major departure from mod-'<~'J sachusetts 101 dtute of Technology . .. 
,Is det,ect~ , !>y the researchers ·~".a 'leading ske ,tic of many green
\c.curr~d over~\he western tropical, ~.~:'house predictions. said the Chicago 
~acific, , Oc~!'II •• ,,)i\'here ,the rate .at 'j) study does not change his reserva-. " , .~, . . 
"'hich ,·ener~,,\was trapped , ]Il'as ' _ tIons about ~emperature predic- ' . 
nuch higherr.p!an . mOdels have , tlons. · .. That picture does not tell JUS busy. 'trylng to see see what 
.redicted,dl'he .researchers noted. -- , you how the system would respond 'i"ljmp~ct It will have on' the model e, 
IQwever)i-that' they could not be , if you added more gases." he said. '1 cal~ulations." 'Firor said. "Ol)e l . bricks:' on .top of a 
:ertain·tha~ the increased trapping However. Juhn FIror. rurector of :1' needs to keep an eye , on the ' are , building ob the 
.,as a·, result ~ cif · the higher ocean advance . stuciies at the National • sp.ecul~Uon that the p~ess ' he ~"effect. It is significant 
emperatw:e.l·.. __ . . Center for Atmospheric Research rfound In the Western PacifIC, could; cause it Is "probaQIy 
!'We ' need to understand this in Boulder. Colo .• called the study a .. : accelerate the greenl)ouse effect . extensive and solidly based survey 

Uper.greenhouse effect because it' "a very interesting piece of work:: ' j after large parts of the ocean reach in existence",and instllls credibillty 
ould mean " that greenhouse ''I'm sure it'. going to keep all of a certain temperature. .. in the models, he said. .~' ...... 'F 

',' . '. IIbsr_..o;;=-_ 
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Some chilling facts about global warming 
The scientist~doomsayers just haven't proved their case 
~ t 15 ~ c.. / '3/90 

nario does not unfold ." few people speaki ng ou t are retired or tenured: 
By Joanne Jacobs He predicted, "Almost all significant warming For a lot of people, thi s is their bread and but· 'W ORLD NOT GOING TO END." will occur at night, affecting 2.7 percent of the ter .... There is too much money and power front· 

That "doesn't sell as many papers planet, primarilyat the Arctic and Antarctic. It loading this issue before the scie~ce gets done ." 
as 'WORLD TO END SOON'," said won't melt the Ice." Instead of sun·scorched j ' Pour Ignorant folks like me don t know what to 

climatologist Patrick Michaels, so the media fields, Hyou get a longer growing season, in- " look forward to: hot, hUll gry doom, with coastal 
have fail ed to repvrt the "dirty little secret" of creased rainfall, and better plant production due cities flooded a nd withered crops' Or balmy 
global warming: Ii's not getting warmer, ' to increased ca rbon dioxide in the atmosphere ." . Ii nights on a g reen planet? I found llS stories in our 

Michaels. all associate professor of environ- Some scienti sts think the oceans are slowing the If, compu ter system with the words "global warm-
mental sc iences at th e University of Virginia, start of globa l warming, but Michael s has a dif· ~j, ing" for 1990. When I asked for stories with "tem· 
spoke on "Science and Politics of Global Warm· ferent theory: clouds. .. . - perature" and "g loba l warming," I got 12. 
ing" at a forum sponsored by the Pacific Re· In Aust ralia, Europe, and Chma, sCientists A United Nntions panel rele,lsed a report pre· 
sea rch Institute. have observed a dramatic increase in daytime dieting that global temperat ures could rise 5 de· 

He vastly underestimated the scient ific naivete cloudiness, he. said. The '80s were the wettest grees Fahrenheit by the end of the next century, 
of journalists. What we know is what scientists decade all j'ecord, and the '70s the second wettest. melting polar icc and rni sing the sea level hr 2 
te ll us. And mos t of them seem to be saying that (That's ta lking globa lly: Our drought is a "loca l - feet . 
global' warming is a big deal, and a very bad erfect.") There was a Ma}1 23 stury: "Temperatures in 
thing, and if it 's not happening yet, it's' going to Along with carbon dioxide, he theorized, wc're the Unitcd Stmes have declined slightly over the 
happen, arid we'd hetter do something . "putting something else in the air that's causin g past 70 yea rs. a US Depclltment of Agricu lture 

We know scientists disagree on whether tern· . change ." scientist said ," 
peratures have gone up yet or not. Cities, which Talk about every cloud having a silver')jning: -l I don't know if Michael s is right in saying that 
are always hotter than the boonies, have grown ·He seemed to be saying that air pollution causes . the prepondcralH.:c of evid ence does not point to· 
larger, which skews temperature records. Also cloud s (remember nucl ear winter?), which saves L wa rd di sastrou s global warming. I 'm just a jour · 
we know the models of climate change aren't very us from doing a slow burn. nali st. 
good, because, by anybody's measurements, it's It sounded a little like "don't worry; be happy," j But I do think lI"e need to listen tothe skeptics in 
nowhere neal' as hot as it was predicted to be. but Michaels didn't say we should cut dowll rain I the sc ien ti fic com munit y and think about what's 

But is globa l wa rming simply an environmen· forests , ignore energy efficiency, and pollute the I r doable and at what cost a nd to what effect. 
ta li sts' power play? Mass hysteria? What's the air. What he said was: We're. about to spend an ,1- Michae ls showed a slid e of a melting woman. a 
emperor wearing? , enormous amount of money.- perhaps 4 to 6 promo for an HBO movie called "The Greenhouse 

"All scien tists agree that the greenhouse effect percent of US GNP - to try to do somethmg that Effect." . 
exists," said Michaels, "but not that it's apoca· may be impossible, unnecessary, and destructive As the world burns, he said, the beautiful can· 
.iyptic .. . , We've gone halfway to a 'doubling of to our economy. Before we do , we ought to spend gressional staffcr fla shes back to her past in the 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere since the indus· more on research to figure out why the rise in '90s when she was torn between her love for two 
trial revolution .... Where's the warming? We carbon dioxide hasn' t warmed us yet. If counter· men : the NASA scienti st . who warned of global 
should be four degrees Fahrenheit warmer than vailing factors, like clouds, are negating the .1- warm ing, and the "professor from a moderately 
we werc,' without cons idering the oceans." greenhouse effect, there may be a "far less ex· respectable mid·Atlantic universit y, ". who lulled 

In fact, there's been no net warming in the pensive hedge against climate change." the wor ld to its torrid dOOIll . 

News. I ~ . 

northern hemisphere in SO yea rs, Michaels said, Politically, the threat of apocalyptic global At one point, said Michaels, the beautiful staff· 
and most .of the warming in the southern hemi· wat'ming is convenient for statists , charged Mi· er emerges from a hearin g to complain of the non· 

'~: sphere occurred before the big buildup of green· chaels, because .it requires " massive central ..... apocalyptic prof, "He doesn't care about the envi· 
J~ house gases. . . , planning" and for debt·burdened Third World -- ronment! All he cares about is science!" 
.': Michaels' statistics show the daytime highs countries. "They're pushing global warming for 
~ . . aren't higher, but the nights are a bit warme r . all it's worth as a wealth·transfer mechanism ." !: I, .. "The apocalypse is predicated on daytime warm· There is "considerable personal risk" in oppos· 
f;; • ing . . , . If warJilling takes place atnight, t~at sce· ing the conventionalwisdoF' Michaels said . "The 

. . 
Ms. Jacobs is a columnist for the San Jose Mercury 
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THE IMMINENT ICE AGE 
AND HOW WE CAN STOP IT 

"One of the most relevant books since the last ice age." 
- Robin Williams 

'~ astonishing service for humanity." 
-Kenneth Watt, Professor of Environmental Studies, 

UniveTSity of California and author of the Annual 
Review 01 the Environment for Encyclopedia Brittanica 

"I consider this completely valid." 
- Victor Kovda, former president, Scientific 

Committee for Environmental Problems, 
International Council of Scientific Unions 

"This is very important." 
- Wibjom Karlen, climatologist, University of Stockholm 

"This is must reading." 

Record cold winters again and again. 
record summer heat and drought, 

increasing floods. hurricanes and tornadoes. 
dying forests, massive fossil fuel burning 

and the clearcutting of the tropical rainforests. 
All these may be related. 

The next ice age may be virtually upon us. 
a natural 100,OOo-year-cycle driven by 
erosion of soil minerals. the death and 
rebirth of forests, and the rise and fall 

of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. 
It has already resulted in massive starvation. 

If we act quickly, we may be able 
to stop it. If not, we may stop eating in 

less than seven years. 

-C. Bertrand Schultz, Director, Institute for Tertiary-
Quaternary Studies and Nebraska Academy of Sciences People For A Future is distributing a documentary film, 

Stopping the Coming Ice Age, and a book, The End: The 

"This theory is very plausible. The actions 
recommended here' are urgently needed to avoid a 
global disaster." 

- Paul Gersper, Professor of Soil Science, 
University of California, Berkeley 

"This deserves the most urgent attention:' 
- Walter Corson, Global Tomorrow Coalition 

"The significance and timelines& of this material cannot 
be overstated. We have absolutely no time to lose:' 

-Greg Watson, Secretary for Saence and Technology. 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Quotes recently received for Stopping the 
Coming Ice Age: 

"Everybody has to see this." 
-Sting 

"An astonishing film!" 
_. Dennis Weaver 

imminent ice age and how we can stop it, published by 
Celestial Arts. 

Stopping the' Coming Ice Age, an hour-long film, is available 
for purchase in the following formats: 

PAL $45 
To individuals 

VHS, Beta $29.95 
Y4" $165 
16mm film Inquire 

It is also available in 1" for broadcast. 

The End is available for $9. 
Quantity discounts are also available: 

2 to 10 copies at $8.50 each 
11-25 copies at $8 each 
26-50 copies at $7.75 each 
More than 50 copies at $7 .50 each 

$95 
To organizations 

$75 

Payment can be made by cash, check, money order, 
VISA or MasterCard. Purchase orders also accepted. 

A $15 tax-deductible membership in People For A Future 
will bring you periodic updates of new information and ideas 
for our survival. Tax-deductible contributions will be used to 
publicize this information as quickly as possible worldwide. 
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Please send me: 
__ copies of The End at $ __ each: Total $, __ _ 

__ ccpies of Stopping the Coming Ice Age at $ __ each: Total 

Which format? (Circle) VHS Beta 3/4" 16mm 
Tax (7% Alameda County, 6.5% Bart Counties, 6% Califomia): 

__ Memberships at $15 each: 
Postage and handling: $ 100/0 

Grand total: $, __ _ 
Name ______________________________________________________ __ 

Aadr~s ______ . ______________________________________________ ___ 

City, State, Zip __________________________________________ __ 

... Phone orders, lOO. 

I also want to to support the 
ur8~"t work of People For 
A Future with a taJ(-
deductible contribution of: 

0$25 
0$100 
OS __ 

0$50 
0$500 

Phone \-( _________ _ 

If paying by credit card, circle one: VISA MasterCard Card *_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
Expiration date: Name on card, if different: ____________________ _ 
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